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RECENT E^ONATION RESEARCH AND [TS IMPUCATIONS
FOR TEACHING RUSSIAN
C.E. KEIJSPER
To the memory of Dwigbt Bolinger
Introduction
Proceeding from the body of knowledge about Russian intonation
currently taught to foreigners learning Russian (section 1), this article
deals with the main problems of that tradition, their causes and solution
(sections 2-5). An altemative approach avoids these problems (section
5) but has its own disadvantages (section 6). Section 7 returns to the
teaching problem and includes a minimum programme for practical use
which can be read and applied independently of the more theoretical
sections which precede rt.
The present article is complementary to Ode's discussion elsewhere
in this volume.
1.

The Canons of Russian Intonation

Received wisdom has it that intonation is important but very difficult.
Teachers of Russian all over the world therefore welcomed Bryzgunova's
(1963 etc.) description of Russian intonation in terms of, at present, seven
HHTOHaiiHOHHbie KoHCTpyKHHH (IKs); this work considerably simplified
their task of explaining to foreigners a subject about which few linguists
had anything sensible to say.
Nowadays, the IKs have become a standard part of even introductory
teaching material. The widely used course PyccKHii aatiK nnn acex, for
example, acquaints students with five of Bryzgunova's IKs during the
introductory lessons, when they are still learning the Cyrillic alphabet
and the fundamentals of pronunciation (Babalova & lyevleva 1985).
(>n ii more advanced level, foreign teachers of Russian are supposed
1<> lu- alilf lo i:h{wsc the correct IK for each sentence in a text such as
llir lollowing:
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

KaKOH ceroflHs neHb!
A KflK xopouio, HaBcpHoe, B jrecy!
— He roBopH.
- y Te6a aaorpa ecrt nejia?
Tki pa6oTaeun,?
— KaKoe rain pa6oTaeuib!
H ^ e B ornycKe.
- B ornycKe?
BoT 3nopoBo!
ToFfla nocACM Kyna-HM6yAi> norynacM.
- A KyAa?
- Ky«a?
Ha Kyna xoiemb.
MojKHO B ASpaMueeo HJIM B KycKOno.

This is the beginning of a diagnostic intonation test used during the
6-week summer course for "noBhimeHHC nBanM^JHRauHM" at Moscow State
University in - in any case - 1990. The text nicely illustrates how much
Is known about Russian intonation and to what extent that body of knowledge is canonized: any textbook on the subject will tell you which IK
number should be chosen for every single sentence in the text in order
to exhibit a perfect command of Russian intonation, Thus sentences (1)
and (2) are examples of IK-5: sentences containing a question word
(KaKOH, KaK) which are, however, not intended as questions (in which case
IK-2 would be required), nor as headings/titles (in which case IK4 would
be required) but rather as exclamations. Sentence (3) illustrates IK-7:
"ycaacHMC OAo6peHH5i (um Heono6peHH«)"; it is opposed to lK-1 in a
dialogue such as the following (Bryzgimova 1977: 207):
- He roBopHTb o6 3TOM? (to be spoken with IK-3)
- He roBopM. (to be spoken with IK-1)
Sentences (4) and (5) exemplify IK-3: "MK-3 HawSo/iee sipKO npoaBnacTCfl
npn Bbipa.>KeHvtM Bonpoca B BonpocHTejrbHOM npeaJiO«eHH.H 6e3 BonpocHTCJibHoro CJiOBa" (Bryzgunova 1977: 38). Example (6) is another illustration of lK-7; "HK-7 HawSojiee HpKo npoaBnaerca B npeanoxeHHsx c
MCCTOHMeHHMMH cnOBaMH, nepCflaiOU^MMll HeB03M0:«HCCTb npM3HaKa,
fleiicTBHH, COCTOJIHHH" (1977: 117). Sentence (7) is a case where both lK-2
and IK-3 arc possible: "ycnfleHnc yTBep>KflCHH)i MiiH orpKiuiHUH n npni
jioaceuMSx c HacTHuaMM HO, JUX, Be^b, o«HaKo" (1977: 1*)9). Nuinbci (S)
Ls IK-3: "noBTopeHHC aonpoai npii OTUCIC" (l')77: 1.1(> 117>. In llu- hilici
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case there is no difference between sentences with and sentences without
question words; thus (12) is also lK-3, Sentence (9) has various possibilities (lK-3 (centre on BOT), FK-S, IK-6), being a case of "Bbipa^KCHMe
6onbuioi4 crencHM npostB;ieHHsi npHSHaxa, cocTonHira, ;ieitCTBHH B npe;?jio;«eHHSK c MecTOHMCHHbiMK cnoaaMH, c Me^moMcrmiMH H HacrmtaMH,
ifiinpHMep: tcaKoii, naK, TaKoS, raic, BOT, yx, JKC" (1977: 199). Sentences
(10) and (13) probably illustrate IK-1 or IK-2. Sentence (II) is undoubtedly
IK-4: "nenonHoe BonpocMTCjitHoe npefljioxteHne c conocraBHTenbHbiM
COIO30M a" (1977: 46). Number (14), finally, is a combination of IK-3 (on
ASpaMuoBo) and IK-1 (on KyCKOEo), the latter being opposed to IK-2,
which should be chosen where an H/in-sentencc is intended to be a question: Mbi nocAeM B ASpaMuoso UJIU B KyCKOso? (1977: 149-150). And
so on.
All these rules together constitute the body of knowledge that may
be termed the Canons of Russian Intonation.
2.

|

Problan

The fact that Russian intonation has been laid down in such detail that
it can be taught to foreigners quite extensively is, of course, no small
feat; there are probably few other languages whose teaching standard
for intonation is so high, And yet the Canons partly adduced in section
One have one major disadvantage: this elaborate system is formulated
in terms of a notation, viz. IK numben: Of course, these numbers are
supposed to have a correlate in sound, viz. intonations that can be pronounced and perceived, but, as Ode shows elsewhere in this volume, there
can be considerable discrepancies between IK notation and sound.
To some extent Ode's findings are explained by the fact that she deals
with running speech: prosodic analysis of such material is, for any approach, far more difficult than that of separate sentences spoken not too
last. Therefore, Ode's findings do not invalidate Bryzgunova's analysis
of the simple sentences especially recorded to illustrate intonational contrasts which form the bulk of existing intonation courses. For example,
the fact that in practice the number IK-3 is not always consistently applied
to one pitch configuration and not to others, and the fact that this pitch
configuration is not always consistently called IK-3, does not invalidate
the fact that Russian has a pitch configuration generally referred to as
IK 3, which is used, inter alia, for signalling yes-no questions, and which
iniiM be (aught lo most foreign students. Yet, even in simple cases, there
,'iic :i numlnr of recurring problems in the relation between IK notation
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and sound, and existing descriptions of the form of various IKs are not
very clear.
To the extent that technical impediments were responsible for these
imclarities, improvements can now be made on the basis of Ode (1989);
this aspect of the problem will be dealt with in seaion 3 below.
But the main cause of the problems is a theoretical one: Bryzgunova
reasons on the basis of a theory which creates unclarity on the form side,
and which leads to discrepancies between IK notation and sound in cases
where another intonation is spoken than that which should be spoken
according to the theory. Section 4 explains the theory, and section 5
suggests an alternative that eliminates the problems, while enabling us
to retain Bryzgunova's valuable observations on the content .side of Russian intonation.
3.

Improving IK descriptions

3.0
Some of Bryzgunova's verbal descriptions and pictures of IKs are
less clear than is possible nowadays using sophisticated technical equipment. This aspect of the unclarity is, of course, not Bryzgunova's fault.
But now that wc know more about the form side of Russian "intonation
(Ode 1989), it is unnecessary to continue using unclear descriptions. It
is, however, not always easy to say whether a particular distinction described by Ode is simply an improved description of a distinction made
by Bryzgunova, or a new distinction, because the correspondence between
IK numbers and sound in existing material is imperfect. Therefore, it is
essential to distinguish between Bryzgunova's verbal descriptions and
pictures of the various IKs and the IK symbols (tJumbers) appearing in
printed versions of texts; the latter are distributed according to the theory
that will be explained in the next section, rather than on the basis of the
intonations spoken in accompanying sound material. The present section
is concerned only with replacing the verbal descriptioas and pictures of
the various IKs by clearer ones from Ode's inventory (for more technical
details see Ode elsewhere in this volume).
The forms given here are schematized to the extent permissible in
didactic contexts; vertical lines indicate approximate syllable boundaries:
a star marks the accented syllable (the "intonation centre", in Bryzguno
va's terms, but see 3.11 about IK-5).

This is Ode's F1-; the form replaces the pictures and descriptions of
IK-1. (The number (symbol) IK-1, however, is sometimes used when another form is spoken.)
The relevant point here is that pitch is low at the beginning of the
accented syllable, i.e., pitch falls to the accented syllable (Fl- is a so-called
early fall), and remains low until the end of the phrase.^
*

3.2
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This is Odd's F1+; the form replaces the pictures and descriptions of
IK-2 (again, the number (symbol) IK-2 is used elsewhere as well).
The relevant point here is that pitch is low at the end of the accented
syllable and remains low (but see note 1). In general, a fall to the end
of a syllable instead of to its beginning lends greater emphasis. For remaining problems concerning Fl- and FI+ see 7.2.4.
It should be noted that Bryzgunova gives a different description of
the formal difference between IK-1 and IK-2 from that between Fl- and
Fl-f-: in comparison with lK-1, IK-2 is characterized by "ycvineHHe caoeecHoro yaapcHHa Ha TJUCHOM ueHTpa HK-2 B pesynbTaTe yienvMCHvin OTHCTnwBocTH TCMSpa" (Grammatika 1980, I: 103, 107). Here, because IK-1
and IK-2 show "CXOACTBO B HanpaBJiennH Toaa" (Grammatika 19S0, I:
103), Bryzgunova has recourse to a prosodic parameter other than pitch
to define the difference between two intonations. Compare also: "KOHtyp
HK-2 5nH30K K icoHrypy HK-l. Pa3JiMMHe - B 6o;iee BMCOKOM ypoBne
Toua wa rnacHOM u&rvpa HK-2 H ycH.neM«ii cJtoeecHoro ynapcHHa" (Bryzgunova 1977: 26); "B peaniiaauHsix HK-2, 6;ni3KMX K HCHTpanbHWM,
umpOKO BapbHpyercJi ypoBeat TOHB, flnirrcnkHocTb v HHTencHBHOCTb
rjiacHOro uewTpa" (Bryzgunova 1977: 197).
Since the description is different, it is possible that in differentiating
between IK-1 and IK-2, Bryzgunova is describing a different distinction
than that between R- and FI+; what is more likely, however, is that it
simply was not then known that the timing of a fall (fall to the beginning
vs. to the end of a syllable) can be distinctive (but see 7.2.4). Again, it
should be noted that the distribution of the symbols IK-1 and IK-2 is a
separate problem: it corresponds neither to the difference between Fland F1+, nor to the difference described by Bryzgunova herself (as far
as one cim tell, of course, without a method of classifying intonational
timbre dislinftions).
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3.3
This is Ode's R1-; the form replaces the pictures and descriptions of
IK-3.
The relevant point here is that pitch rises to the beginning of the
accented syllabic and falls at the end of this syllable, the stretch in
between being high level; pitch must not fall within the syllable itself,
as that results in a realization of Fl-n; the fall after the accented syllable
is deep, to the lowest level of the speaker: otherwise, a realization of Rm
(sec 3.6 below) results; the rise has a large excursion (distance between
low and h i g h ) - see 6.2-6,3 below for the theoretical problem still remaining here3.4
This is Odi's Fh-; the form replaces the pictures and descriptions of
lK-4,
The accented syllable is low (as in F1-); then, the pitch rises immediately. According to traditional descriptions, if the accent is on the last syllable before a boundary the initial part of this syllable is low, and the rise
takes place in the same syllable.^

This is Ode's Rh-; the form replaces the pictures and descripticxts of
IK-6.
Here the rise is the same as that of R1-, but after that the pitch remains
high until the end of the phrase. In the last syllable before a boundary,
the opposition between Rl- and Rh- is (in principle) neutralized.^
It should be noted that Bryzgunova sometimes gives a different description of the difference between IK-4 and lK-6 from that between Fh- and
Rh-; "KOHTyp HK-6 6JIH30K K. Konrypy HK-4. PaanMSHC - B 6onee BMCOKOM ypoBHC Tona B ucnrpe n nocTueHTpoaofl Mac™ HK-6" (Bryzgunova
1977: 99). Thus, as in the case of IK-1 and lK-2, it is possible that Bryz
gunova is describing a different distinction from that between Fh- and
Rb-; in all probability, however, it was simply not then known lliiil the
timing of a rise can be distinctive. The rise in Fh vt,i/ts .(/ the aul nl

the accented syllable, so that the accented syllable itself is low (or falls);
the rise in Rh- is a rise to the beginning of the accented syllable, i.e.,
approximately one syllable earlier than in Fh-. This timing difference has
nothing to do with the size of the rise.
Assuming that Bryzgunova is describing the same distinctions as Ode,
there is consensus on the types given so far (again, abstracting from the
distribution of IK symbols).
3-6

Ode further recognizes the following as a separate type:

This is Ode's R/rm; Rm corresponds to some realizations of Bryzgunova's IK-6 or 4*, i.e., Bryzgunova does not separate the accent from IK-6
and IK 4. With an excursion remaining in the speaker's low register (r
rather than R in Ode's notation) this type of accent is the most frequent
nonfinal accent in Russian. Nonfinal accents are not usually indicated
in Bryzgunova's notation. Thus a notation as in STO caMwH MOJIOHOS
npotjnjccop B HaueM HHCTHTyre gives only the last accent (on MHCTMTyTe);
as a rule, the last accent is preceded by other accents, mostly of type
rm:
3TO caiMbiti MOJiOAoii npo^eccop e uamCM HHCTHTJTC
The type also occurs as the last accent in a phra-se, generally with a
large excursion (Rm); sec 7 2.3 below for the functional difference between Rm and Rh-.
The relevant point of type R/rm is that after the rise (which is often
but not always the same as that of Rl- and Rh-), the pitch does neither end
high (as in Rh-) nor low (as in RI-), but in between these two extremes.
The rise (in contrast to that in Rl- and Rh-)* often reaches its highest
point late in the accented syllable, which, when the rise is gradual (as
is generally the case), gives the impression of a lengthened syllable, which
phonetically need not be there (the late timing being responsible for this
impression).
In the last syllable before a boundary, the opposition between Rl-/Rhand Rm i^ nol neutralized (see Grammatika 1980,1: 107, where Bryzgunova lonccily siiilcs thi^ l;ici, which, in her classification, refers to ra paaiioiiii;imHTi. "hi'iiipM.iii.i!(.ni piMjiiriiiuiui MK-f>, n KOTopofl vBenHMena A-fvii<Mii,iiiu 11. iJiiKiion) ui'nrp;i"),
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The types given so far are the most important ones to consider where
intonation is part of a practical teaching curriculum, without the selection
of material on a contrastive basis; the other types arc more subtle and/or
rare.
3.7
First, Bryzgunova recognizes a contour (classified as an "emotional
variant" of other types, see 5,6) which - as it so happens - does not
occur in Ode's (1989) corpus, but which, for all we know, is good
Russian:

The falling/low part of this configuration is the same as in Fh-; it then
rises (as Fh-), but falls again in the posipostaccentual syllable (in contrast
to Fh-, which remains high or gradually rises further),
3.8
Ode has a type called "harmonica pattern", which consists in a
repetition of the following:

Here, the pitch falls to the end of the accented syllable, as in FI+, but
then rises again; in a series, this is followed by the next fall, and so on;
the last syllabic ends in a rise. The "harmonica pattern" is the only
"holistic" contour recognized by Ode (Ode 1989; 86),
Types 3,7 and 3.8 still need a more detailed investigation.
3.9
The other types distinguished by Od^ have to do with the "depth"
of falls and the "height" of rises; they will be discussed in 6.2. The connections between the various accents will not be discussed here (see Ode
1989: 110).
3.10
Finally, there is the phenomenon called "zanos", viz., a rise in
the syllable preceding the accented falling one. While ii is not mentioned
separately in existing intonation courses it contributes greatly to the
"typically Russian" impression of native speech.
3.11 Now, what is absent from this list, as compared with Bryzjjunova's
basic inventot^, is IK-5 and IK-7. In these cases, no pitch distinctions
can be indicated which could be said to replace Bry/gunova'-. description
of the forms.
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FK-S in Bryzgunova's description consists of two accents, the IK number
being placed on the first accented word; the first accent is generally of
type R/rm or of type Rh-, and the latter of type Fl- or F1+; in other
words, the label IK-5 is redundant, the contour(s) concerned being combinations of types already recognized separately. In Bryzgunova's reasoning (see the following section), however, which is concerned with certain
fuBctionai oppositions rather than with distinctions of pitch form, IK-5
must be classified as a separate intonation; its form is described as follows:
"nepBuii uenrp BWflcnaercsi BocxoAxutHM ABu.xeHHeM Tona Bume cpeaHcro. VpoBCMb TOHa Bbiine cpeflHcro coxpaHaercH wa npOTsi;iceHHH OAMOTOnayx-Tpex cjiorOB. Biopofl uenrp BbtnensieTCH HHcxonmtUM j^BHxceHHeM
TOHa B npeflenax snanasoHa cpennero Tona. Heirrpbi HK-5 xapatTcpwaytartcn ycHJieHHCM cnoBecHOro ysapcHHji M yaenHHeHMeM A.nHTenbHOCTU
raacHoro H coraacHoro. (fljimenbHocTb corjiacHoro yBeJiH^HBaercH aa
CHCT BbiflepjKKH, T.c, BTOpoil (jiasbi apTHKyjiflUHH). VpoBeHb TOHa MeacAy
UCHTpaMH H crencHb BuneneHHocTH OSOHX iteuTpoB HJIH oHHoro H3 HHX
uiHpOKO BapbHpyiOTCa" (Bryzgimova 1977: 78); further, "B peanMsauHsix
HK-S, 6nH3KHx K McfiTpanbHbiM, BapbHpycTCH crenenb BbiflCneHHOCTH nepBoro H BToporo ucHTpa no tony,flnHTem>HOCTHrnacnoro H corjiacHoro"
(Bryzgunova 1977: 204).
A few realizations are recognized (Grammatika 1980,1: 116,118), none
of which adds a further pitch configuration to our inventory. The elimination of IK-5 from the inventory of pitch configurations does not, of
course, mean that lengthening cannot contribute to the interpretation of
an utterance (see 5.4).
In Bryzgunova's reasoning IK-7 must also be recognized as a separate
intonation on the basis of functional considerations; it is not a pitch configuration, however, but is in principle (if the symbol, the description,
and the sound coincide) a combination of an IK-3 rise with a glottal stop.
Here, too, the elimination of lK-7 from the inventory of pitch configurations does not imply that glottal stops arc unimportant: in Russian, as
in English (Bolinger 1989: 264, 284-285, 287), they are associated with
negativity (see 5.4).
3.12 As the comparison shows. Ode describes different pitch configurations, whereas Bryzgunova's descriptions of the various IKs also include
parameters such as length, timbre, intensity, height, number of accents
(IK-5 and sometimes IK-2) and glottal slop. Further, every "syntagm"
(in Scerba's sense) corresponds to a single IK number, even if it has more
than one ncccnl (see 3.6 and 3.11).
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This broad understanding of intonation (see the definition in Grammatika 1980, I: 96) tends to obscure the relationship between notation and
sound: more is known about how pitch configurations cati sensibly be
classified than about how to deal with the other aspects of prosody (cf.
Svctozarova 1982: 68).
Furthermore, Bryzgunova allows for the possibility that features distinguishing different IK types in one case characterize "modal realizations"
of a single IK type in other cases (Grammatika 1980,1: 107). For example,
a glottal stop, which is a distinctive feature of lK-7, also characterizes
one of the realizations of IK-5, viz., IK-5' (Gramniatika 1980, 1: 118);
another realization of IK-5, viz. IK-5^ has a low stretch between the two
accents (Grammatika I, 1980: 116).
It is these aspects of Bryzgunova's analysis which make it difficuU t o
classify a given intonation as a representative of one IK or another: in
order to do so, one must also know the functional theory explained in
the next section.
Ode's analysis, in contrast, is strictly melodic, a given pitch configuration being classified as a representative of a certain type (F1-, F1+, etc.)
on the basis of its formal characteristics alone. This approach presupposes
a functional theory which differs from that of Bryzgunova (see 6).
4.

Bryzgunova's theory

4.0
The Canons of Russian intonation (Section One above) are a shortened and simplified version of the theory that will be explained in the
present section. It is this theory which underlies Bryzgunova's IK system
and which is responsible for the fact that different IK numbers appearing
in printed versions of texts do not have a one-to-one relationship with
the intonational forms listed in section 3 above,
4.1
Bryzgunova systematically divides differences in content (CMHCJIOBbie pasjiHHHJi) between sentences with different intonations into two
groups: some are "necoBMecTHMH B O^HOM KOHTCKcre", others are "co
BMecruMbi B oflHOM KOHTeKCTc". The fonner type is found in such examples as:
- BbiKJUOMHTC CBCT! (CK.onbK.o pas MOJKHO itanoMHrnrb)
versus
- BhlKHKyiHTe CBCT?
(- KOHCHHO)

Here, "nenbaa ynoTpeCnTb OAHO BbicKasuBaHtie BMCCTO apyroro 6e3
HapyuieHMsi CMhicnoBtix OTHomeHHii B nocjieflOBareJibHOCTM H3 flsyx MJIM
Tpex BwcKaauBaHHii" (Grammatika 1980, I; 97).
In the following pair, in contrast, the CMwcnoBwe pasnHHHH are COBMCCTHMM:

- OropBKre ^Hner! (rpeBoBaHMe)
- OropBHTe 6WICT! (npocb6a)
That is, "npH saMene onHoro BbiCKasbiBauua apyruM coxpaHsercsi CMUCnoBas ofiuiHOCTb, B ;iaHHOM cnynae — BonewaiiJiBJieHHe" (Ibidem).
The examples given in the 1980 Grammar (I: 99-100) and Bryzgunova
(1977; 212-214) indicate that at least the following differences of content
are considered to be HCCOBMecxHMbt:
i. "nosecTBOBaHHe" vs. "Bonpoc" (of various types) vs. "oueHOMHhie
OTHOUieHHa"
ii. "yes/no question" (which in the case of a sentence containing a
question word amounts to "noBTopcHHe Bonpoca npw OTBere" or, if the
accent is on the question word, "nepecnpoc") vs. "wh-question" vs.
"complementary question".
Correspondingly, examples of the (He)coBMecTHM0cii, concept can be
put into three columns for both i. and ii. (note that each column contains
more than a single IK number, and that a single IK number may appear
in more than one column: the oppositions are between sentential contents
presumably kept apart by iittonation, and not between intonations themselves):
1.

nOBCCTBoeaHMe

Bonpoc

oiteHOHmie OTHomeHHJi

yes/no
OH 3Aecb
(OH npHener aasipa)
Kjm nocnesaBTpa.
Ffle npoxoflwiH 5OH.
BCeM HflTH?

OH a^ecb?
(OH npHCfler 3aBTpa)
HJiH nocneaaBTpa?
Fae npoxoflHJiH 5OH?

BcCM «flTH?
PeflKO nHuier?
PenKo mnner'.
KaKoft ceroAWt ncHhl KaKott ceroABSi AeHi>!
CKOJlbKO CTyfleHTOB? CKOXIbKO CTyACHTOB?
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A 4T0 Mhi suaeM!
2
KEKOH ceroixna Aenit!
KaKOH ceroflHH flCHi.?
KoPAa OH npHCfler!
Koraa OH npHCACr
(T.e, necK-opo)
CK0Jn.K0 CTyaeMTOB? CKOnbKO CTyAEHTOB!
CKOJlbKO flCByUJeK? CKontKO aesyuieK!

A MTO Mbi 3HaeM?

reclamatory
Kaxaa y nero
cneUHa.nbHOCTi>?
riera 3arope.n.
(-noMO)Kenib MHe?)
— Xoponio.
KaK^ Ba.}KHO 6blTb
cepbesHhiM.
KaKHe y HHX o6biHaH.
KaxHe TOM caAbi.
ii. yes-no question

wh-question

Kaxaa y aero cneuwanbHocTb! ( r e . nnoxaa)
n e r a saropenl
(— HpaBMTca Te6e 3Aect?)
- Xopomo!
KaK aajKHO 6biTk
cepbe3HbiM!
Kaxwe y HHX oSbmanl
KaKHe TaM caau!
(x.e. nnoxHC)

4.2
Now, it is the concept of (He)coBMecTiiMOCTb which determines
the number of different intonations recognized by Bryzgunova; "KOHHMCCTBO THHOB H K onpeflenacTca HX cnoco5HOCTbio npoTHBonocTaanarb
BblCKa3bIBaHHfl CMblCJtOBHC paSJlHMHH KOTOpWX HeCOBMCCTHMW B OAHOM
H TOM JKC KOMTexcTc" (Grammatika 1980, I: 99). This is called the "phonological method" (Bryzgunova 1978), i.e. the number of IKs is presumably determined in the same way as the number of phonemes is. Thus lK-5
and IK-7, which, as we liave seen (3.11), are not pitch configurations,
are classified as separate intonations because the sentences spoken with
these prosodic complexes (including here length and glottal stop) can,
in Bryzgunova's opinion, express a content which cannot be classified
in the same column of the survey as the content expressed by a sentence
spoken with the nearest other prosodic complex (IK-2 and IK-3, respectively, according to Bryzgunova). In the next section I will suggest a way
of accounting for the distinctioas of content that concern Bryzgunova
which is not accompanied by a recognition of IK-5 and IK-7 as separate
intonations; as we saw in section 3, the description of the form of other
IKs defined as conflations of pitch and other parameters (IK-1/2, lK-4/6)
can be replaced by descriptions isolating pitch.

complementary question

Kanaa ByAer norbna? Kaxaa 6yAeT norona?
(—HHHa BO BTOpHHiC
(— B cpeAy OH Kc CMOxer
3B0HHna)
npHCxaxb)
— A He B cpeny?
- A He B cpefly?
Perhaps, t h e contrast "aaBepmcHHOCTb" (IK-1/2) vs. "nesaBepmeHHOCTb"
(IK-3/4/6) should be added as point iii. (e.g. Grammatika 1980, I: 97),
although it is not mentioned among t h e examples of (He)coBMecTHMOCTb.
In addition under point ii. we should probably add a fourth column,
"reclamatory question", for the IK-6 case of the "quesdon" column
under i.
Within a single column the differences of content between sentences
are coBMeCTHMU (sec below), while bctwccai columns they arc HCCOBMCCTHMU.
Not all distinctions which are considered coBMecTWMbi appear in the
survey (see below for examples) but, as far as I know, Bryzgunova docs
not recognize HCCOBMCcrHMbie cases other than those given in the survey
and, in all probability, (He)3aBepiueHHocTb and reclamatory question (lni(
see 4.8 below).

4.3
Within one column of the survey of 4.1, differences between identical sentences with different IK numbers are considered to be coBMecxHMbi
(but see below about IK-6 vs. IK-7), which, as we know, means that in
a given position in a dialogue one can be replaced by another without
destroying the cMwCJTOBaa oSiuHOcrb. Thus - see column "declarative"
— in a dialogue such as the following (Grammatika 1980, I; 122) IK-2
could be used iastcad of lK-1;
- Hei.fl Bac cnpaniwBaio, (taxaa ocHOBa? IlpoHaBOflHaa H^H HenpoK3B0AHaa?
- HpOHSBOflHaa.
- Hy, a Tcnepb H3 KOKHX Moptjiew OHa COCTOHT?

If IK-2 were used, we would have a case of "cMbicnoBoe BUA&deHHe
HJIH npoTMBonoCTaBJieHHe" (Grammatika 1980, I: 111), a meaning which
is absent from the IK-1 sentence; however, the general line of the dialogue
would not change: the CMUcnoBaa oSmnocrb "laBepuieHHOcTb" is retained.
Likewise - see column "question", wh type - in sentences containing
a question word understood as a question (which is the CMbicnoaaji o6mHocTb), lK-2 is neutral, while lK-4 ycHAHBaer "OTTCHKH HCAOBonbCTBHa
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HHH Ha3HAaHHa" or "TeMaTHveCKyio CBSSb" (in a series of questions)
(Grammatika 1980, 1: 114):
HoMCMy Tbi npHUina rax HOSAHO? ("I think I need not ask, because
there is no valid reason, but you have the opportunity to try and change
my mind").
— Kor^a Bbi nociynHAH B yHHBepcHTer?
— naTHaAuaTb ACT HaaaA— Ha KaKOH (J)aKym.Ter?
— MCTOpHMeCKHH.
— H BoAbmofl 6bin KOHsypc Toroa?
— rioiTH TaKOii x e .
Thus IK-4 says: "now that I have said this, go on with your story",
whereas IK-2 only introduces an item - here a question - into the conversation.
These cases, where the IK-4 sentence — as compared with IK-2 — does
not change the main line of the dialogue (distinctions within "(wh-)question" are COBMCCTHMW), must be compared with cases like lK-2 vs. IK-5
in different columns of the survey, where the distinction expressed is,
according to Bryzgunova, that between "question" and "exclamation",
which are HecoBMCcrHMhi ( - Kanoik ceroAHH ACHb? - Cpeaa vs. - Kaitofi
ceroAHH ACHb! — fla, norona xopouiaH.).
Within the column "oueHoiHwe oTHOUieHHa" we find (coBMCCTHMbie)
distinctions such as the following (Grammatika 1980, I: 100 120): KaKaa
My3WKa! (O BerxoBCHe) ("BHCOIUW creneni. npOHBACHHa npn3HaKa", IK-5
"ciM.nMCTHMecKH Hc orpBHHHCHa") VS. Kaxas MyshiKa (na raHunAomaflKe)
("BbicoKaa crencHb npoaBJicHHs npnsHaKa", "6brroBue cKryauHH"). In sentences without question words and particles, only IK-6 (not IK-5) is said
to be possible (1980, I: 118), e.g. BSAOKH cnenwe! 3aropen Hera! IK-5
and IK-7 are in the coBMccTHMocTb category in such sentences (1980, I:
118), but are probably regarded as another case than "BticoKaa cxeneHb
nposmitCHHa npHsnaxa": Xopomee ACJIO! VS. Xopomec ACJIO! In Bryzgunova
(1977: 216), K - 5 and IK-7 are in the coBMecTHMOCrb category in sentences containing question words (expressing "KCBoaMO^KHOcrh"). No
examples are provided for IK-6 vs. lK-7 within the column "oueHOiHue
OTHOUieHHa" (a hidden HccoBMecTMMOCTh case?).
Further, in nonfinal phrases ("HesaBepmeHHocTt"), IK-3 expresses "pasroBOpHbiif OTTCHOK", IK-4 "o(|iHUHanbHOCTb" and IK-6 "npHnoAHSTocTb'",
which are stylistic differences (coBMecrHMw); see 7.2.7 below for iccent
evidence that more is involved here.

The above are examples of coBMecTHMue paa/wMHii (contrasts within
one column).
4.4
If certain cMbicnoBue pasAHHwa are HecoBMecTHMbi, i.e. appear in
different columns in the survey of 4.1, it is possible that differences between other sentences with the same IK numbers are coBMecxJiMw. Thus,
compare the examples in the survey with the following coBMecTHMMC cases
(Grammatika 1980, I: 100- 120):
Ho BCAb a H BaM cKasan. vs. Ho Be«b a « aaM cicasanl ("ycMneHHe BO3pa.?KCHHM Hnn KarcropHMHocTM yrBepJKAeHHa D npeAno^KeHHnx c qacrjn;aMH cocyrBeTCTByioxHx aHaHCHHii"). Here, as the IK-3 sentence is not intended to express a question, it can occur in contextual positions where
IK-1 also occurs. Likewise:
KaKHe adaoKH cnCJiwe! ("abicoKaa crencHb npoaBAeHnn npw3HaKa")
vs. KaKHe %6notm (idem, "6biT0Bbie CHryauHH"; this is Ode's Rm or Rh-,
which subdivides Bryzgunova's type further, also semantically);
KyAa a nonoxHii Kjuoy? vs. Kyaa a nono>KHA KJUOT? ("HefloyMCHHufi
Bonpoc"; this is Od6's Rm);
KorAa OH npncACT? vs, KorAa x.e OH npHeaer? ("HetepneHHe, nocana");
— Xopoulo 3«eth? - Xopouio, vs. - Xopouio sflecb? - Xopoiuo!
("ycHneuHe orpHuaHHa, yrBepXACHHa, Ka^ecTBCHHOii xapaxrcpHCTHKH");
A Mbi B 3oonapKe 6b)/iu. vs. A MW B soonapxe 6bmH! (This is Ode's
Rm or Rh-, which differ also semantically);
H He 6biA 3Aecb nsTh jier. vs. JI He 6bm SAecb naxi. ACT!
- Cxasajia oxuy? - CKasW vs. - Csasana ("noA^cpKHoaa npoTHBOnocraBACHHe, KareropimHotrrb yrBepXAeHWa, yAHBneHHC, BBOOB").
Thus not only do some IK numbers appear in more than one column
of the survey (IK-2 in "declarative" and "question", IK-6 in "question"
and "oucHOSHbie oTHouieHHa"), IK numbers appearing in only a single
column of the survey (IK-1, IK-3, IK-4, IK-5, IK-7) do not always appear
in other columns as IK numbers in other columns of the survey. For
example, if lK-6 appears in a sentence expressing an "oqcHxa" (KaKOii
ceroAHa ACHh!) the difference between that sentence and a sentence carrying TK-2 expressing a question is of the HCCOBMecTHMOCTb type, but if a
sentence understood as a question is spoken with IK-6, it expresses "HCAOyMCHHc" (KyAa )Ke a noAOJKHn KAKJI?), and the difference with respect
to ati IK-2 ^elltcnce also understood as a question is of the coBMecTHMOcrt
typ<'. Within the ciitegory of questions, the difference between lK-3 and
IK 1 si-ntciuts iv nl the HccoftwecTHMocTb type in A He BO BTOPHHK? (see
ihc siiivi'v). bill ii w<inlil hr of llu- cciHMecTMMOci!. type in Bw AaaHO H3-
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BonHJiH npHcxaTb a Jljiry? This is due to the fact that in the latter case
the answer may be the same, despite the fact that IK-3 asks "is this true
or not true?" (the speaker really wants to know), and IK-4 says "I say
what is to be expected here (expressed by the initial low part of the
accented syllable); now please continue with the conversation (rise after
the accented syllable)" (cf. Rogova 1967: 35). If Xopouio / xopouio are
alternative answers to Te6e HpasHTca aaecb?, the difference between the
two is of the coBi»iecTHMocTb type, but if Xopouio is an answer to OOMO%eiui> MHe? the difference with respect to the IK-7 sentence is of the
HecoBMecTHMOCTh type, because the IK-7 sentence is inappropriate in this
context. And so on.
4.5
The distinctions which Bryzgunova regards as HecoBMecTHMbi are
those also called "pa3nnHHa no uenw" (Grammatika 1980, L 100), while
the COBMCCTHMIJIC cases arc known as "pasAHHwa HCHTpaAbHoro H cyfii.eKTHBHoro OTHomeHMa roBopaiucro [K. BMCKaauBacMOMy]" and "cTHnHCTHMecKHe pasAHHHs" (Grammatika 1980,1: 100-101), However, the concept
of "(He)coBMecTHMOCTb'' is clearer than that of "pasjiKMMa no uenH",
because contradictory information is given about the latter. First we find
noBecTBOBaHHC, BancH3T>aBncHHc, Bonpoc as the UCAH (Grammatika 1980,
1: 96), but on page 97 (op,cit) there appear to be more of them: "[HAJI
Bbipa^KeHua] TaKHx pasAHHUii, KBK. Bonpoc, yrsepjiCAeHMe, BOACMSvaBJieHHe,
HesaBepmeHHOCTb/aaBepmeHHocTL BucxaabiBaHRji". Neither of the two lists
cover the oppositions between the columns in the 4.1 survey, but on page
100 we are referred to the examples of HecoBMCCTHMocTb when the concept "paSAHHHH no ncnw" appears, and on page 109 the cases of cy6i.CKTHBHoe OTHOmcHHe K BUCKasMBacMOMy are said to be the coBMecTHMwe
cases.
At any rate, the HCcoBMecTHMhie cases (= paaAHMwa no UCAH?) are
considered to be more important than others: in these cases intonation
exhibits its "cMbicnopasAHHHTenkHbie B03M0>KHOCTH" (keeping apart different aaaMCHHa npcAno^eHHa), while m the coBMecTHMue cases ("neutral"
vs. "subjective" attitude and "stylistic" differences) Bryzgunova speaks
of "cHHOKMMHHecKOC ynoTpeSiicHHC HHTOHanHOHHUx cpeacTB" (e.g., 1977:
215). This, of course, drastically restricts the concept "meaning".
4.6
The oppositions between the columns of the 4.1 survey need not
be expressed by intonation: other means of expression can take over this
function. I call this view the "compensation hypothesis".
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For example, Bryzgunova (1975) discusses an interesting question: how
does one know whether a sentence is declarative (non-interrogative) or
interrogative (cf. the first two columns of the survey)? Intonation is only
one of the sources of information one uses for deciding this issue. Two
others are what Bryzgunova (1975; 155) calls "position in the dialogue"
and the "grammatical and lexical make-up" of a sentence. As to the former,
consider IK-3 in the following dialogues:
— CcMbK-TO 6onbiiiaa?
(— narepo Hac.)
versus
(— ^To TBK MHoro 6epeTe?)
— CcMka-TO 6onbma5i!
(Bryzgunova 1975: 155).
These sentences occupy different contextual positions, and that position
contributes to the interpretation of sentence as interrogative or non-interrogative. In Bryzgunova's terminology, "position in the dialogue" is then
called a "distinctive feature" (ibidem), i.e., we know that the first example
is interrogative and the second non-interrogative on the ba.sis of the fact
that the fonner is used as an opener and the latter as an answer. In other
words, the interrogative and the non-interrogative (exclamatory) sentence
can be spoken with the same intonation (IK-3) because these interpretations are distinguished by something else (position in the dialogue).
In other cases the "grammatical and lexical make-up" of a sentence
is regarded as distinctive: a sentence like yflHBHrenbHo narno aayHMT
My3hiKa can only be non-interrogative, and OH 6MA Koraa-HwOyAb B
MocKBC can only be interrogative, irrespective of intonation (ibidem). In
such cases intonation is called "redundant" (ibidem). We already know
on the basis of swrito and itorfla-HHSyflb that the sentence is non-interrogative and interrogative, respectively, and "therefore, various intonation
constructions (IK) may be used without change of meaning" (ibidem).
As we saw in 4.5, this statement is not intended to say that different
intonations make the same contribution to content, hut only that intonation is irrelevant to the recognition of the "uenb BwcwiGbiBaHHa", expressing only types of content called "subjective" or "stylistic" (i.e., the coBMccTHMbie types of content considered to be less important). Thus, the
only case in which intonation is regarded as "distinctive" is in a sentence
like OH Cn,\n n MOCKBC, which, when spoken with lK-1, is declarative,
iiiul. when spoken with IK-3 is initrrogntive (ibidem). In effect, whereas
(hi (iijJi II MiHKiH- spokiii Willi IK I iuui with lK-3 would be classified
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in different columns of the survey given in 4.1, the choice of intonation
in sentences like OH 6biA Koraa-HHByAb B MocKae cannot result in HecoBMecTHMwe distinctions of content- In the same way (Bryzgunova 1975:
158), Bbi 6MAH TaM wnn HCT or Bw 6buiH TBM HJIH ne 6ti/iK can only be
interrogative, irrespective of intonation, so that here the intonational
opposition between the columns "declarative" and "interrogative" of the
4.1 survey is eliminated (neutralized) by the "lexical and grammatical
make-up" of the sentence.
Examples of compensation which also involve the column ouieHOMHhie
oTKOincHMsi of the survey include the following (Bryzgunova 1975, 1979).
The difference between Kanoft ceroAHa ACHb? and KaKoft ceronHa Acub!
which is presumably expressed by intonation (IK-2 and IK-5, respectively)
cannot be made in KaKoit ceroAim coAHesHiiii acHb, where the word
cojiHeHHbift excludes a question interpretation (1975: 156). According to
the compensation hypothesis, intonation can then be chosen freely (i.e.,
without changing the "acnb BWCKashiBaHHa"). Likewise, in KaKoe ncx^nl
(MATH HaAo) or FAC MHC 3a HHM yrHatbCa, the words laKoe and rue
"cannot be granunatically related t o " ne«H and yraaTbCa (1975: 156), so
that here one does not need IK-7 ( a glottal stop) to express "an impossible situation". "Position m the dialogue" (in Bryzgunova 1979 called
"cMHCAOBoe BaaKMOAeftcTBHe npeAHOHceHHii") creates "freedom" of intonation choice in examples like the following (Bryzgunova 1979: 82-84):
- 3Aecb aeBOHKa cHncAa.
— Kaxaa AeaoHKa? H uenwH sac 3flecb CH^Ky, HHxaKoft ACBOHK-H
He 6uAo.
Here IK-2 (instead of lK-7) is said to be possible, i.e., the same intonati'
as in:
~ Bbi He BHACAH 3Aecb ACBOMKa npoxoAwna?
— KaKaa aeBOixa?
- C CHKHM 6aHT0M, ipH roAHKa.
The interpretations "expressive negation" and "question" are kept apart
here by the "CMHCAOBOC B3aHMOAeiicTBHe npeAnoxeHHii" rather than hy
intonation. The same holds true in the following examples (1979: 84):
— nOHACM B rearp?
- Kaxofi TaM rearp! 3aBTpa attsaweH!
Compare;

- KaKOH TaM rearp?
- flpaMaTHHecKHJt,
IT sentences interpreted as an "expressive negation" IK-5 also occurs:
- IIoifAeM B rearp!
- Kaxoii TaM rearp! 3aBTpa aKsaMCHf
4.7
The compensation reasoning of 4.6 has it that intonational distinctions between the columns of 4.1 disappear if the "lexical and grammatical
make-up" alone determines a sentence's classification in one colunui or
another. Now Bryzgunova's theory becomes incomprehoisible, at least
to the present author, at the point where the compensation reasoning
of 4.6 is used to explain coBMCCTHMOCTb within the columns of the 4.1
survey. Thus Bryzgunova (1977: 216) lists a series of sentential meanings
(Kpyr 3HaHeHHft npeflAOyKeHHft) where "synonymous" use of various intonations is typical (nocTOHHHo). They include, as might be expected,
"HpocbSa B BOAeHataBHTCAbHbix npeAioxeHHax; HK-2, HK-3, HK-4",
"Bonpocbi B npeflAoxeHMax c BonpocHrenbHbiM CAOBOM: HK-2 H H K - 4 ,
HK-2 H HK-6", "HeB03M0>KHocTb AcitcTBHii B npeflAOjKeHHHX c MCCTOHMCHKbiMH cnooaMH: MK-5, MK-7","He3aBepiiieHHOCTb B noBecTBOBareAbHOM npeAAOJKCHHH: HK-3, HK-4, HK 6" and so on (including cases such
as those mentioned in 4.8 below, where another problem arises). Given
Bryzgunova's concept of meaning (see 4.5), this p a n of the list is reasonably clear, as long as it illustrates the statement "ecAH OAHO H TO «.e
SHaHEHHC SBysautero npeAJioatcHHa MOJKCT 6biTb BupaaceHo HCCKontKHMH
HHTOHaL(H0HHbiMH cpCACTBaMH, TO ynOTpe6AeHHe 3THX cpcACTB aanaeTca
CHHOHHMHMCCiuiM" (1977:216); for example, "HK-5, HK-6, HK-7 aBAawrcn cpeACTBaMM BUpaxceHMn oueHO^Hux OTHomeHnii B npeA-no«eHMax c
MeCTOHMBHHblMH M HapeHHMMM CAOBAMH M npOTHBOnOCTaBACHU HK-2 cpcACTBy Bbipa«eHna aonpocoB" (1977; 215). However, on the same pages
we find statements from compensation reasoning, for example: "CpeacTBOM Bbipa)KeHHa aHaMeniia npeAnoKeuHa asAaerca BsaHMOAciiCTBHe CHHTaKCHCa, ACHCHKH H WHTOHaUHH. IIpH 3TOM B03MOXHO CHHOHHMHMCCKOe
ynoTpe6neHHe HHTOHauHOHHHX cpeACTB, ecAM 3Ha^eHMe sByMamero npcAAo^KCHHa Bbipaateao B cHKraKCMsecKoii KOncrpyKUHH H ee AexcHMeCKOM
cocTaBe" (1977: 215). It follows, as far as I can tell, that the column
meaning of 4.1, e.g., "question", is distinguished from other column
meanings by the intonations appearing in that column, while the fact that
more than one intonation appears in the column is explained by the fact
thai "111- mciiiiing tonccrncd is expressed by the "lexical and grammatical
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(syntactical) make-up": the meaning concerned Ls expressed both by intonation and by something else. It would seem that at this point Bryzguno^
va's theory becomes inconsistent.
4.8
Another difficult point is that besides the "3Ha>4eHHa npCAnoateHHa"
called "nOBecTBOBaHHC", "aonpoc" and "oucHosHwe OTMOUICHHS", which
are presumably kept apart (pasAMHaeMMe) by intonational means, Bryzgunova also speaks of, for example, "3HaMeHHa noBecTBOBareAfcHhix npeflAo^eHHH", which include nepcMMC/ieHHe, B03pa»eHHe, OTBeTW B HHanorMHccKWx pciuLHtvax, etcetera (Brytgunova 1977: 216). It may be that all
these "sHaneHHa noBecTBOBateAhHbix npeaJio^^eHwii" (i.e. functions a
sentence can have in a larger whole) should be added to the survey as
separate columns, because they allow for various "synonymous" intonatioas (Bryzgunova 1977: 216). However, these "sHaneHHa" are never
distinguished/expressed by intonation, so that the expression "npu Bbipa>ceHHH [sTHx 3HaHCHHii] nocToaHBo wcnOAbSyiOTca cHHOHMMHiecKHe HHTOHauwoHHbie cpCACTBa" (1977: 216) can perhaps be best interpreted as
saying simply that in "OTBeru B AHanorwiecKHx pennnKax", for example,
various intonations occur (IK-1, lK-2, IK-4), i.e., that intonation has
nothing to d o with the fact that a sentence can function as, say, an aaswer
in a dialogue. But elsewhere one finds expressions such as "HK-l mHpoK.0
ynoTpe6AaeTca npn npoHaHeccHMM uasBaHHii, aarAaaiiH" (Grammatika
1980,1:109), which does not imply that IK-1 has nothing to do with the
fact that a sentence can function as a title/heading. On the contrary, the
cases concerned (KaK saKaJianacb crniJib, Kyaa HUTK y^HTbca etc.) are
the key examples of the (He)coBMecTHMOCTb concept, IK-1 presuinably
being opposed to IK-2 ("question") and IK-5 ("exclamation").
In general, it is very difficult to understand the details of Bryzgunova's
reasoning, because she docs not clearly distinguish between "the sentential
functions distinguished by Intonation", "the contribution of intonation
to the interpretation of a sentence", "the meaning expressed by intonation", and "this intonation occurs in sentences functioning in such and
such a way (as an an.swer, title/heading etc.)" (see 5.8 below).
4.9
Turning now to the form side, Bryzgunova's theory which has been
explained - to the best of my ability - in the foregoing is accompanied
by the opinion that in the (less important, coBMecTHMtie) cases different
intonational forms need not be clearly different: "06biHH0 ABU Twna MK
BocnpHHHMaiOTca xax pasHne HHTowauHH, ecnn cny>KaT cpcAcrnoM Bbipa»:eHHa pasAHMHft, HecoBwecTHMbix B OAHOM KOMTCKCTI.'1...|. IIH A C
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THUbi MK He pa3AHsaioTca cnymaTeAaMM HAH pasAHHaioTca cAa6o, ecAH
C;iy»aT CpCACTBOM Bbipa.3K.eHHa paSnHMHH, COBWeCrMMblX B OAHOM K.OHTCKCTe" (Grammatika 1980, 1: 101-102), It is in the latter cases that we
find unclear/intermediate notations such as IK-1^, IK-2^, IK-4', IK-4^,
IK-4*, IK-5^ IK-5',
Distinctions expressed by so-called "modal reahzations" of an IK and
by the "neutral realizations" of the same IK are coBMeciHMW (1980, I;
102-103), It follows that the sound differences between "modal" and
"neutral" realizations also need not be clear.
Since most distinctions of content expressed by intonation are in the
coBMecTHMocTb category (from the outset, or as a consequence of the
compensation reasoning of 4.5, or in the 4.8 cases), Bryzgunova says here
(without any experimental evidence) that in most cases form distinctions
need not be clear; in Bryzgunova's "phonological method" all intonational
contrasts of the coBMecrHMOCTb type are, as it were, "subphonemic".
This position makes the greater part of Bryzgunova's IK notations immune
to criticism of the type ventured by Ode elsewhere in this volume. In my
view, this consequence of Btyzgunova's reasoning is downright unacceptable.
4.10
The only cases where, in Bryzgunova's own opinion, different IK
numbers must correspond to clearly different prosodic complexes, are,
then, the HCCOBMCCTKMUC cases, which are in the minority. Here the notation should be verifiable: in cases where intonation has a "cMwcnopasAMMHTCAbHaa" role Bryzgunova's theory predicts that the sentences concerned must be spoken with a certain intonation so as to express the
column meaning (IK-1 in MTO HACT B HHHOreaTpax., IK-2 in HTO user B
KHHOTearpax?,and so on). However, the form side of the IKs is described
in such a way (see section 3) that not all IKs are clearly different from
(modal realizations of) others, so that verification is difficult. As far as
one can tell on the basis of the IK definitions (section 3), the prediction
is observationally inadequate, at least for IK-1 vs. IK-2 vs. lK-5 (vs. IK-7)
in sentences containing question words, and in the case of IK-1 vs. IK-2
In HAH sentences. (In the simple material of intonation courses, non-correspondence Ls incidental in other HecOBMecTHMwe cases; in other material,
iis shown hy Ode elsewhere in this volume, IK notations are unreliable
throughout.) In practice, in necoBMecTHMbie cases, IK numbers in printed
versions of texts are invariably given according to the theory explained
lu-r*', irri'spi'ctive of how the sentence is pronounced, so that the numbers
:i\v nanu's IIM- certain inierpret;iiions. Thus it is one thing to know that
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the printed sentence KaKOii ceroAua ACHb! corresponds to number IK-5:
this can be established by studying the principles according to which IK
numbers are distributed over a printed text in Russian intonation courses.
But it is quite another thing to pronounce the sentence in such a way
that it cannot be the beginning of another text;
— KaKOH ceroAHa ACHb?

- CpcAa.
Here, the first sentence would be written as IK-2. But the existence
of a constant form difference between the two, and between the two and
"statement" (IK-1) and "expressive negation" (IK-7) readings of identical
strings, has not been demonstrated to exist (cf. Nikolaeva 1977: 88; Svetozarova, Scerbakova 1975; 123,128; Svetozarova 1978; 177-178; and Ode
elsewhere in this volume about lK-5 cases).
4.11 Since Bryzgunova's reasoning becomes inconsistent and/or incomprehensible at the points mentioned in 4.7 and 4.8. and since the IK
notation is immune to criticism in coBMecTHMwe cases (4.9) and observationally inadequate in at least some HCcoBMecTHMwe cases (4.10), the
theory explained in this section must, in my view, be rejected.
The next section shows how Bryzgunova's observations on the content
side of intonation can be embedded in another theory.
5.

The reductionistic alternative

5.1
Ode's classification given in Section 3 is intended to be the form
side of a so-called Form-Meaning analysis of Russian intonation (1989:
38). Normally, such an analysis would proceed by investigating, for ail
forms listed in Section 3, in which cases they are used, trying to isolate
in every case the contribution of a pitch configuratwn io the overall
content of the utterance; then the various contributions of a single tonfiguration in different circumstances are summarized in a single formulation, which is, then, the meaning of the configuration. The meanings one
arrives at in this way are, of course, more "abstract" than notions such
as "question" or "declarative": the meaning has to cover all uses of a
certain form. To formulate a meaning for Rl- (IK-3), for example, one
would have to abstract from the cause of the fact that a speaker using
the configuration conveys that he neither conveys that what he snys is
true nor that it is not true: it may be that he wishes to amvey thai he
does not know which alternative is correct ("question"), or itiiii he wishi's

to leave it to the hearer to exclude the nontruth of his words (sec Bonnot
and Fougeron 1987), for example in rioAyMaii, — pacrepaHHO CKasaAa
OHa, - BCAi. 3TO oceHb! (this is Bryzgunova's case of "synonymous" use
of IK-3 and IK-2), or that a necessary connection exists between the truth
of the Rt- part and the truth of something else - if the Rl- part of the
sentence is true, the further part is also true, or if the further pan is
true, the Rl- part is also true (Bonnot and Fougeron 1986; this is Bryzgunova's "HesaBepmeHHOCTb" case), and so on (see 6.2.iii below for possible
form differentiation here).
Which of these interpretations applies in a given case depends on the
context and situation in which the utterance occurs, on its segmental content, the accompanying gestures and facial expressions, and so on. In this
way. the meanings correlated to the forms listed in section 3 can in prin
ciple be established (see Kcijsper 1980 and 1983 for a first approximation).
The Form-Meaning approach is not without problems (see Section 6),
but it does not lead to the problems sketched in 4.7-4.11 and is therefore
preferable to Bryzgunova's theory. The choice between the two is, in my
view, not simply a matter of taste.
5.2 From a Form-Meaning perspective, the main heuristic strategy absent from Bryzgunova's theory explained in section 4 is reductionism,
on both the form and the content side.
Reductionism in prosodic research consists in applying certain principles already hinted at in the foregoing;
i. The overall interpretation of a sentence results from the contribution
of prosody and of other things; the latter include the segmental stream
of information, the context and general situation in which the utterance
occurs, the gestures and facial expressions accompanying it, etcetera. Thus
a reductionistic approach isolates the contribution of prosody from the
overall interpretation.
ii. The contribution of prosody to the overall interpretation of a sentence consists of a. the contribution of the number and placement of
accents, b, the contribution of pitch contours (types of accent and movements in unaccented parts), and c. the contribution of other prosodic
p;ir;inictcrs (length, intensity, rhythm etc.). This three-way separation is
now ciisionv.iry (see, e.g., Bolinger 1986; 341; 1989; 2 3); it implies the
view lliat the contributions of the three things mentioned to the interpreliiiioii ot ii sentence axn to ;i large extent be isolated both from one anoiliei :UHI iioni llie rem;iiiiinji sources of information. Thus the function
(it ;nieiii jH'i \e, vi/. phiirnu'iii oi prominence, c;in be discussed largely
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in abstraction from the particular shape of the accent (Bolinger 1986:
341); if, for example, the vowel of a syllable spoken with F1+ is lengthened, the contribution of Fl-t- to the content of the utterance is supposed
to remain the same (length possibly adding something else).
iii. The contribution of a pitch contour to the overall interpretation
of a sentence is the sum of the meanings of its parts.
Points i. and ii. are generally regarded as self-evident; iii. alone is also
referred to as the "reductionist hypothesis" (Bolinger 1986: 343), viz. the
hypothesis that intonational meaning "is somehow expressed in the forms
of the profiles and their modifications"; "there are no holistic contours
in the sense that they have meanings divorced from the meanings of the
parts",
Bryzgunova's approach is clearly not reductionistic. As we saw in Section 3, the various IKs conflate the number of accents (IK-5 consists of
two accents (3,11), and nonfinal accents elsewhere are not separately described but enter into a given IK type — sec 3.6), pitch contours and other
prosodic parameters (IK-1/2: timbre, IK-5: length, IK4/6: height, lK-7:
glottal stop). In addition, accent placement ("nepCABHsKemie ucHTpoB")
is treated on a par with type of accent (Grammatika 1980, I: 100), so
that in the literature one finds complex oppositions such as the following
(Bryzgunova 1975: 160);
KaK Mbi 6yfteM npasAHOBaib ary nary, (a heading)
K^i MM 6yneM npaaAHOaaTb Iry aary? (three questions)
These sentences are presented as examples of "ambiguous strings of
words which are distinguished solely by intonation" (ibidem). In a reductionistic approach one would say that the sentences differ both in number
and placement of accents, and in the types of accent which presumably
distinguish between headings (IK-1) and questions (IK-2) in sentences
containing a question word. Further, all IKs are holistic contours, their
"precentre", "centre" and "postcentre" together defining the intonation
of a syntagm (in Scerba's sense); in a syntagm, there can be a number
of accents, which is made explicit only in the case of IK-5. Finally, and
most importantly here, Bryzgunova does not sufficiently separate the contribution of intonation to the overall interpretation of an utterance from
the contribution of other sources of information, such as segmental stream
of information, context and general situation etcetera. Her compensation
reasoning (4.6), to be sure, gives us a hint in the right direction, but that
reasoning cannot be pursued consistently within a theory simult;inctHisly
recognizing (He)coBMeCTHMOCTb as the criterion deciding on the niunl>cr

of intonations; the (He)coBMecTHMOCTb concept, itself, conflates the contribution of intonation with that of other sources of information. In fact,
all problems of Bryzgunova's theory are a consequence of the fact that
she does not distinguish between separate phenomena and conflations
of such phenomena, both in form and content. The present section illustrates how reductionistic principles change the analysis of cases discussed
in section 4.
5.3 Compensation theory recognbtes that intonation is only one of the
sourwjs of information one uses for interpreting a given utterance, but
Bryzgunova uses this recognition only in the case of "lexical and grammatical make-up" and "position in the dialogue" (see 4.6). I would suggest
that all prosodic parameters other than pitch configurations be classified
among the "other sources of information" contributing to a sentence's
interpretation. Funhermore, in cases where IK notations are in practice
names for certain interpretations rather than abbreviations of intonations
(4.10), the one-to-one relation between intonations and notations can be
restored by recognizing that the non-prosodic factors contributing to the
interpretation of a sentence include not only "lexical and grammatical
make-up" and "position in the dialogue", but also the wider context and
situation in which an utterance occurs, the facial expression with which
it is spoken, gestures, etcetera (the full list being, as yet, unknown).
5.4 First consider sentences containing question words. They appear
in all columns in the survey of 4.1 and with all IK numbers. The cases
important for the clarification of the form side are IK-1, IK-2, lK-5 and
IK-7.
As regards the sentences with an lK-5 notation, applying reductionistic
principles amounts to separating the lengthening said to be characteristic
of IK-5 from intonation per se, and classifying it among the "other
sources of information" contributing to a sentence's interpretation. We
can then see that the types of accent appearing in a sentence interpreted
as "exclamations" are the same as those already recognized elsewhere
(see 3.11). In addition, lengthening in a sentence like KaKoii ceroflna «eHb
then gets the same status as, for example, looking around with vridespread
nrms and saying the sentence loudly: all these things contribute to our
undcrMnnding that the sentence is not intended as, for example, a question; it Is not trtie that lengthening mast occur for the sentence to be
unileiMiHxl ;(s an exclamation, as is predicted hy Bryzgunova's theory
(eseepi iii the "eoinpen\;itioir' cases which she recognizes).
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As for the sentences now written Eis IK-7, v/e separate the glottal stop
from intonation per se and classify it among the other means which contribute to a sentence's interpretation as an "expressive negation". In effect,
we can then see that the glottal stop occurs with various types of accent
(already recognized independently) and still discuss its contribution to
interpretation. An interesting discussion of other lingubtic means for expressing "expressive-ironic negation" can be found in Smelev (1958); they
include word order (Miioro TU sHaemb! instead of TM MHOPO SHaeuib!
etc.), aspect (OncHb nyjKHO coBerOBaxbca c HHM - the imperfective which
would appear with ne HyiKHo hisicad of the pcriective). expressions like
CtaHy a ..., ByAy » —, the word oxora, and so on. There are also gestures
and facial expressions which make the speaker's intention clear without
the help of intonation (ct. Muxanov 1989, who, however, does not deviate from Bryzgunova's notation). The existence of all these means explains
why we do not rjece$sar//v need a glottal stop for expressing "expressive
negation" in cases where Bryzgunova does not apply her compensation
reasoning.
As for sentences whh question words now invariably symbolized by
IK-1 (HTO HjacT B fuiHOTearpax. KAK. saitaAaAacb craAb. KoMy na PyCH
jKirrb xopomo., i.e., titles and headings), I would suggest that the following
reasoning restores observational adequacy. We normally know that a sentence is a title or heading from the very fact that it is used as a title or
heading. According to compensation theory, this makes intonation "redundant", i.e., we do not need IK-1 (F1-) to convey that we arc dealing with
a title/heading. Titles/headings are, to be sure, often spoken with R(rather than Fl-t-) as the last accent, because that accent evokes the thought
of an item present in the given contextual position without introducing
the item itself: somebody reading aloud a title/heading is reciting information already present before his eyes (see Keijsper 1983:122-123). However, a title/heading does not stop being a title/heading if another intonation is chosen, as is (incorrectly) predicted by Bryzgunova's theory: the
contribution of Fl- is compatSjle with a sentence's use as a title/heading,
but this contribution, itself, is not "this sentence is a title/heading".
Sentences containing a quesrion word and interpreted as a question
without "lexical" indications of the interpretation can be spoken with
IK-2 (Fl-f) as a last accent, but the theory that they must be spoken in
this way (or with lK-4), and not, for example, with IK-1 (Fl), is lun con
firmed by, to take the simplest case, the sound material of ;iny exist lug
Russian intonation course.
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Interestingly, Muxanov (1983: 203) gives the type KorAa x e OH npHeaer? as IK-2, while Bryzgunova (Grammatika 1980, I: 116) chooses IK-5
here. Furthermore, Muxanov (1983: 128, 216) recognizes that IK-2 is
possible in the "exclamation" interpretation of Kanaa ceroztHJi norojoa.
This nicely illustrates the observational weakness of the IK notation in
sentences containing question words.'
In effect, we have now eliminated IK-5 and IK-7 as separate intonation
types, while we have retained the observation that lengthening and glottal
stop contribute to a sentence's interpretation as an exclamation and an
"expressive negation", respectively. In addition, wc can now simply note
down the intonation with which a sentence containing a question word
is actually spoken, rather than the intonation with which it should be
spoken according to Bryzgunova's theory: some interpretational distinctions now ascribed to intonation in Bryzgunova's approach are contributions from other sources of information (both prosodic and non-prosodic).
According to Bryzgunova's reasoning, intonation then becomes "free",
i.e., expresses distinctions of the type called "styUstic" and "subjective
attitude to the utterance". These distinctions must now be described. I
would suggest that they are the same as those recognized by Bryzgunova
in cOBMccTHMbie cases, e.g., IK-2 (F1+), in general, "CMWCAOBOC BbifleneHMe
HnH npoTJiBonocTaBACHHe" (introducing both the thought of the item involved - as any accent does - and the item itself — in contrast to Fl).
What we have now lost is, of course, HccoBMecTHMocrb as the criterion for deciding whether or not a certain prosodic complex is a separate
intonation type: this criterion is incompatible whh the reductionistic
principles we are now applying.
5.5 The same reasoning applies to sentences containing HAH: they can
be interpreted as "declarative" or "intcriogative" on the basis of other
information sources than IK-1 (F1-) or IK-2 (F1-I-) as the last accent, which
is at present the invariable notation; the "other sources" here also include
the intonation of the non-last alternative and the prosodic separation of
the two (demarcation). Listening to Russian, one can easily observe that
the first accent in HAH-sentences need not be Rl- and that the last accent
need not be Fl- or FI+; in the text of Section One, for example (MOXHO
n ASpaMucBO HAM B KyuKOBo), Rm would be more appropriate on both
parts of the sentence, because the preceding fla icyAa xoHciub suggests
that the N(vakcr has no closed two-member set in mind but randomly
vrltxis two options from ;i larger set (see also 7.2.3 below). From tlie
eontext ("positiini in the ili;ilogiie") we ncvcrthclcsN know that the sen-
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tence is not intended as a question. The same holds true if F\+ or Flis chosen as the last accent. Fl-i- then introduces the item involved as a
new option, rather than as the second member of a set which is known
at the moment when the first altemative is mentioned, which is what Fldoes. Thus I would suggest that the accent type in HAM sentences conveys
other information than the sentence's status as declarative or interrogative,
viz. the same information as in Bryzgunova's case of "nepeiHCAeHae B
noBCCTBOBaTcnbHOM H BonpocHTCAbuoM npeanoa^CHHax" (1977: 216),
where all IKs except IK-7 are said to be possible ("synonymous use").
In effect, we have now eliminated all cases of HCcoBwecTHMOCTb involving IK-1 (F1-) and IK-2 (FI+). This docs not imply that the two are
not different intonations, but it does imply that the HecoBMecTHMOcn.
criterion is inappropriate.
5.6
Bryzgunova's classification of "modal realizations" of various IKs
is questionable throughout. I will mention only a few examples illustrating
the theoretical source of unclarity on the form side. In a strictly melodic
approach, the intonation of the following example would be classified
as a zanos (see 3.10) plus Fl-^ (IK-2):
- H nkuo noxojKC?
( - H AHAO.) (Bryzgunova 1977: 201-202; 1984: 69)
Bryzgunova, however, describes it as a variant of lK-3. How is that
possible, given the fact that IK-2 and IK-3 in their canonical description
(Fl-f and R l ) are entirely different forms? First, it must be observed that
the zanos on the syllable nu- in the example resembles the rise to the
accented syllable in the canonical IK-3 (Rt); the fall on -uo resembles
the fall to the syllable following the accented one in the canonical lK-3
case. Thus, in itself, Btyzgunova's description of the example is imderstandabk; it falls into her category "HecKOAbKO pasHOBHflHocTeR MOAantHMX peaJiHsauHfl HK-3 orAMHaiorca or HciiTpaAbHbDc ocoSeHHoctaMH
ABu;K.eHHa TOHB HB npCAneHTpoBbix H nocTueuTpoBbix cflorax H cnyx.aT
cpcACTBOM Bbipa«eHHa pa3.THHHUx oTTeHtdOB ynMBACHHa" (Grammatika
1980, L 103). The problem with this category, however, is that it enables
us to classify identical configurations under different IK numbers - in
the example, as IK-1/2 or lK-3 - which obscures the relation between
notation and sound. In H AHUO noxoiice the configuration is called a
variant of IK-3 essentially because it is interpreted as a question (or surpri.scd exclamation), but no "lexical and grammaticitl make-up" or '"posi
tion in the dialogue" can explain this inierpreiation. Ilx,- '•nunlal reiili/ii

tion" of IK-3 is said to express "ynHB.ieHHe c orreHKOM HenoBCpna"
(Grammatika 1980, II: 233, 1984: 69). If one classifies the example on
the basis of its formal characteristics, it can easily hc seen why the content is compatible with a zanos plus Fl-f-: if one emphatically stales something in a "position in the dialogue" where the wider context makes it
clear that the speaker, in contrast to the hearer, has no ground for .stating
but only for asking, the effect is precisely "yAHSACHHC c OTTCHKOM HCAOBcpna" ("I use the intonation which according to you is appropriate here,
but the context (or my facial expression, e t c ) indicates that I do not find
it appropriate at all"). Thus in order to explain the interpretation, one
does not have to classify the form in another way than one would do
on the basis of strictly melodic criteria.
As the last example shows, given the appropriate circumstances, even a
sentence spoken with IK-1 (F1-) or IK-2 (FJ-t-) can be interpreted as a
"question", which does not exclude the possibility that the pitch configuration a/one states rather than asks. Bryzgunova's theory cannot, of course,
cope with such examples, because it systematically ascribes to intonation
what in reality is a conflation of the contribution of intonation with that
of the circumstances in which the sentence is spoken.
Another questionable "modal realization" is the configuration which
consists of a falling/low accented syllable, followed by a rise, after which
pitch returns to low (in the posipostaccentual syllable); see 3.7. In Bryzgunova (1977; 201-202) the configuration is given as a modal realization
of IK-3: Haiauia Taic cxasana? CeroAHs OH npHcaxacr? It expresses
"HaMSoAbuiaa creneHb yAHBACHHa" (ibidem). In the Grammatika (1980,
II: 233) we learn that the same configuration can also be a modal realization of IK-2; in that case it "BHOCHT oTTenoit CMHrMCHHoro nporiiBonoCTaBACHHS, yee^KACHMa, yTBep^flCHHa": He npocroe aHiKo, / a sonoToe;
H OHCHb coaeryio noHTn!" If the configuration is a modal realization of
IK-3, the rise and fall are said to he sharper (Sonee PC3KHH), which again
makes it difficuh to keep the two apart. Note that there are two distinct
pitch configurations with a rising falling part following the accented syllable (3.7 and 3.8), but these do not comcide with Bryzgunova's "modal
realizations" of IK-3 and lK-2, respectively: the latter classification reflects
the interpretation (? vs. !/,) rather than the form.
5.7
The concept of (HC)coBMecTHMOCTb is itself a conflation of the
eoiilribiiiion of various sources of information and therefore does not
illuMiatc the tontribulion otintoniition iilotie; in a reductionistic reasoning
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the latter would be isolated in the following way. Consider the initial
example of t h e (He)coBMecTMMocTb concept (see 4,1):
— BblKAlOMHTe CBCT! (CKOAbK.0 pa3 MOAHO HailOMHHaTb!)
versus
— BblK.niOHHTC CBCT?
( - KOHeHHO),
And:
— OxopBHTe SHner! (TpeGoBaHHC)
versus
— OropBHTe SHACT! (npoci>6a).
The latter sentences are probably imagined as occurring in a public
transport setting. It is obviously this context which contributes the
"CMbiCJioaaa oSuiHOCTb" called "BOAeHabaBACHHe". In the first pair this
cMbiCAOBaa o6mH0CTb is absent because it is imagined in another context;
what Bryzgunova classifies as HccoBMecrHMOCTb versus coBMecTHMOCib
here would, in a reductionistic approach, be recognized as the contribution
of the context to the interpretation of a sentence, the contribution of
IK-2 and IK-3 in the two pairs being the sanw. In other words, the examples do not illustrate different functions of intonation ("cMbiCAopa3AHHHTenbHwe BO3MOXHOCTH" VS. other functions) but exemplify the fact that
IK-2 plus context A has a different interpretational effect than IK-2 plus
context B, a n d that lK-3 plus context A has a different interpretational
effert than lK-3 plus context B,
More interesting are conflations of the contribution of intonation with
that of the segmental stream (the "lexical and grammatical make-up").
As wc saw in 4.4, the difference between lK-3 and lK-4 sentences is of
the HCCOBMecTHMOCTb type in, c.g., A ne BO BTOPHHK?, but of the COBMCC-

THMOCTh type in Bw AasHO H3BOAMAH npHCxatb B Jlnry?
This can be explained by looking at the answers of the a sentences.
Consider, for example, the following dialogues (Bryzgunova 1977: 213,
answer added):
— KorAa OH nocrynHA B acnHpaHTypy?
— ITaTb ACT HasaA— A saiAHTHAca?
— fla, 3amHTHACa.
Here, IK-3 in the question corresponds to the word carrying the last
accent in t h e answer (the so-called Rheme of the answer), following an

IK-4 fl-question, in contrast, one could use the IK-4 part of the question
as the so-called Theme of the answer: a further accented word follows
to the right:
— Kor/ta OH nocrynHA B acnnpaHTvpy?
— HaTb ACT Haaafl.
— A 3amHTHAca?
— O H 3aiUHTHAca B npoiflAOM roAy.
Thus the IK-4 sentence is repeated as the first part of a larger whole
(the question gives information and asks for an addition), whereas the
IK-3 question leaves open the truth-value of the information it conveys,
which in this case leads to a reaction specifying that truth-value (yes or
no). The same happens in Bu AaBHO MSBOAHAH npnexaTb B HnTy? But
in this case, if IK-4 occurs in the question, the IK-4 sentence is not repeated as the first part of a larger sentence but is itself the first sentence
of a larger whole, viz. of the conversation which the speaker hopes to
start up by means of his utterance. With IK-3, in contrast, the speaker
is interested in the answer (AaBHo/neAaBHo) rather than in the larger whole
(the conversation) to which he makes a contribution.
What Bryzgunova in the IK-3/4 cases classifies as HecoBMCCTHMocTb
versus cOBMecTHMocTb is the different nature of the wholes of which the
lK-4 sentences are a part, which in a reductionistic approach would be
separated from the contribution of IK-4 itself. The IK-4 sentence can
also, for example, be the first part of a larger sentence spoken by the
same person announcing it in the IK-4 part; in that case it would be in
Bryzgunova's "HesaBepineHHOcTb" category. All these occurrences of IK-4
can be taken together if we separate the contribution of lK-4 from the
sentence in which it occurs; Bryzgunova, on the contrary, separates the
occurrences of a single intonation from one another by conflating the
contribution of intonation with the sentence in which it occurs. Hence
the complicated classification of 4.1 ff.
5.8
As will be clear from the foregoing, in the reductionistic approach
one inevitably arrives at the conclusion that the various uses of a pitch
configuration, when isolated from all other sources of information contributing to a sentence's interpretation, can be taken together and sumlUiirized in a meaning (see 5.1). That is, we arrive at the conclusion that
pitch configuriitions hitve both a form side and a meaning side, i.e. that
they ;ue linguistic signs.
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The most fascinating aspect of Bryzgunova's "phonological" method
is that it attempts to isolate the contribution of intonation to the overall
interpretation of a sentence in a way which would be appropriate only
if intonation were not meaningful. Bryzgunova's observations can be
"translated" into a reductionistic point of view by looking at the
complement of what the observations are said to be about, in the following way.
The two approaches agree that intonation is only one of the sources
of information contributmg to what Bryzgunova calls the "sHaiCHHe npeanojK-eMHH", i.e. a sentence's function in a larger whole (question, statement, answer, nepecnpoc, noBTopeHwe eonpoca npn oreere, and so on):
"SHaHCHHC 3By»iainero npCAnoaceHHsi (BbiCKashtBaHHx) [i.e. a sentence's
function in a larger whole] sffiAaexca peayAbTaroM B3aHM0«ettcTBHa snaneHHft, BbipaxacMWx fi.c. the information contributed by] CHHTaKCBseCKOii
KOHcrpyKUHeft, ACKCHMCCKHM cocrasoM, MHTOHauHeft, a raK^ite CMUcnoBbiM
BaaHMoaeiiCTBHeM npeAAo>KeHHa c OAHHM H3 noCACAyJoiOHX Hnw npeauiecTByK)u<Hx" (1979: 78).
Now, in order to isolate the contribution of intonation from the rest,
the reductionistic approach keeps intonation constant but varies the rest,
viz. the syntactic construction, the lexical "make-up" and the context of
a sentence. The part of the overall interpretations which remains present
in all complexes arrived at in this way is the meaning of the intonation
wc are investigating. This method can be compared to what we do when
wc investigate, for example, the meaning of the prefix npo-; in that case
we list npoHHTaTb, npoexarh, npocnaTb, and so on, trying to discover what
remains the same in all these cases. We also compare, of course, np04HTarb with aaMHrarb, npoexaTb with npHcxaTb, npocnarb with nocnaxt,
and so on, because that helps us to understand what npo- contributes
to the interpretation in abstraction from the verb's meaning.
Bryzgunova's "phonological" method does exactly the opposite: it
changes the thing under investigation but keeps everything else constant.
Indeed, we establish, for example, /6/ and /n/ as separate phonemes by
opposing /5opr/ to /nopr/, i.e, by changing the sound under investigation
but not the rest.
This difference enables us to reinterpret Bryzgunova's observations
about the content side of intonation. For example, the observation that
A aaiuHTHAca and A aamHTWAcsi are HecoBMecTUMU, is the observation
that, if from the whole complex of contributions we subtract the contribution of intonation (both the form and the content), the remaining
syntactic structure plus lexical filling (A samHTHACa) can have various

functions in a larger whole. These functions differ from those of, e.g.,
Bbi AasHO H3BunHnu npnexarb B JLnry. What we then have is an observation about the difference between the two lexico-syntactic complexes,
i.e., about what remains if intonation is removed. This difference explains
why the meaning of IK-3 and IK-4 is interpreted differently in the two
cases (see 5.7). Bryzgunova, in contrast, interprets the test as an observation about the thing we have removed, viz., about intonation; in A aamwTHAca IK-3 and lK-4 are then said to distinguish the various functions
A aamm-HAca can have in a larger whole. In the Jalta-cxample, Bryzgunova subtracts part of the contribution of intonation; what remains is a
lexically filled syntactic structure plus the information that the sentence
functions as a question. The removed part of intonation is then said to
express only coBMecTHMwe types of content. The same intonations, however, are said to simultaneously distinguish "question" from "declarative";
making the latter observation, Bryzgunova subtracts the entire contribution of intonation, which then distinguishes the potential functions of the
remaining lexico-syntactic complex.
The same reasoning can be applied when the contribution of other
sources of information is investigated, for example the context (Bryzgunova 1979: 82):
— OH Ao6HpaAca K HBM TpH AHB.
— CxoAbKO? ["nepecnpoc"]
— TpH AHA, rOBOpK).
Versus
— CuoAbKO OH AoGnpaAca K naM?
— CKOAbKO? /la BOT rofiopHT, MTO TpH AHsi. ["noBTOpcHHe Bonpoca
npM OTBere"]
Here Bryzgunova says that the functions "nepecnpoc" and "noBTopcHMC
Bonpoca npH OTBere" arc distinguished by the context ("B3aHM0AeficT8He
npeanoaieHMii"). That is, if from the whole complex we subtract the context, we are left with a lexically filled syntactic structure plus an intonation; that remainder can enter into different contexts. Here, my observation would be that the remainder, i.e., CKOAbKO, docs not specify whether
ii is going to function as a nepecnpoc or as a noBTopcHHe Bonpoca npH
OTBere, i.e., more specifically, that the contribution of IK-3 to the whole
does not differentiate between these two interpretations (cf. Bryzgunova
1979; 80). It is the latter observation, viz. the complement of Bryzgunova's
one, which ultimately brings us to the meaning of IK-3. Tragically, the
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"phonological" method never arrives at this meaning, because it is based
on the assumption that, when we have established the HccoBMecTHMOcrb
of, for example, A samHTHAca and A aamHTHAca, we have already isolated
the contribution of intonation; this contribution presumably consists in
keeping apart the various functions A samHTHnca can have in a larger
whole.
Defending a "phonological" method, Bryzgunova never says "CMUCA/
SHaneHHC HHTOHaiiHH" (cMbiCA/3HaMeHHe HK-l, cMwc;i/3HaMeHHe MK-2
etc.); intonation, in Bryzgunova's conception, only expresses or distinguishes meanings. The opinion that intonation expresses meaning says (as far
as I understand) that intonation is (part of) the form side of the meaning
of a sentence (i.e. of a sentence's function in a larger whole); this view
is reflected in formulations such as ""Cpe^cTsoM aupaxema sns'ieHm
npejtJioxeHna aBnaerca BaawMOAettcTBHC CHHraiiCHca, nencHKH H HHTonaUKH" (1977: 215; emphasis mine. C.K.). The opinion that intonation distinguishes meanings is reflected in formulations such as "SHatemiH npcAJIOXCHHH, pa3JtniaeMbie cpejicraaMH HHTonauHH", c\n>iCJiopa3Jtn^mejih'
Hbie BO^MOXHOCTH HKTOHaijHOHHMX cpcflCTB (1977: 212; emphasis mine.
C.K.). As we saw above, these formulations are arrived at by removing
some part of the complex consisting of syntactic structure, lexical information, intonation and context; the part removed is then said to distinguish or express different potential functions of the remainder. Since the
method is "phonological", strange formulations must often be chosen so
as to avoid saying that intonation adds something to our interpretation
of a sentence. For example: "sByMamee npeAJio>K.eHHe BtAiOHaeT anaMeHHe
CHKTaKCHMecKOH KOHcrpyKuKH, ACKCMiecKoro cocrasa H ifejiu BbicKasbiBaHh/i (1977: 215, emphasis mine. C.K.). The italicized part probably does
not say "the meaning (interpretation) of the uenb BWCxasbiBaHHa", which
would be nonsensical, but "the meaning (interpretation): uenb BwcttaauBaHwa". In the next sentence intonation then pops up; "CpencrBOM awpaxeHHA SHaneHHa npcAnoxcHHa aBAJiCTca BsaHMoaeftcTBHeM CHKraKcnca,
ACKCHKH u HHTOHmtHH" (ibidem). But Bryzgunova never says that the
"oejib BbicitasuBaHHa" is the contribution of intonation. Instead, in Bryzgunova's conception, this "meaning" inheres in the sentence taken without
intonation, so that intonation can only express it or distinguish it from
other "meanings" of the same lexico-syntactic complex. 1 hope to have
shovim that the problems of this theory can be solved by recognizing the
fact that intonation has meaning and by choosing the appropriate method
for bringing that meaning to light.
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5.9 Our conclusion that pitch configurations have both a form and a
content side implies that intonation is autonomous (Bolinger 1989: 2),
i.e. that its interpretational interactions with the contributions from other
sources of information are brought about by "its own inherent meanings"
(ibidem). More specifically, "intonation and grammar are pragmatically
but not linguistically interdependent" (Bolinger 1989: 67).
As Bolinger remarks (ibidem), "the relative independence of the two
streams [segmental and suprasegmental, C.K.] [...] is now accepted doctrine among most intonoiogists". Bolinger defends the extreme form of
autonomy: "no intonation is an infallible clue to any sentence type; any
intonation that can occur with a statement, a command, or an exclamation can also occur with a question" (1989: 98). Bolinger opposes this
view to what he calls the opinion of the amateur that there are intonations
of questions, of commands, o/" exclamations, etcetera (1986; 338). Bryzgunova's conception is, of course, more sophisticated than that, allowing
as it does for various intonations in "questions", "commands" etcetera;
she also recognizes other uses of the intonations which occur in various
sentence types (types of speech act). But the concept of (He)coBMeci MMOCTb, the differentiation between cMwcnopasAHHHTeAbHwe BO3MO;KHOCTH
and cHHOHHMHMecKoc ynorpcCncKHc, and the terminological struggle for
not saying that intonation has meaning, still very much reflects the "long
period in which linguists who came to intonation from grammar tried
to fit h to grammatical structure" (Bolinger 1989: 67). I think that Bryzgunova's concept of (Hc)coBMecTMMOCTb goes a long way towards explaining why the habit of referring to IK-1 as the intonation of statements,
to IK-3 as the intonation of yes-no questions, to IK-4 as the intonation
of "nenoAHbic BonpocMTCAbHwe npcAJiOJKeHHa c conocTaBHrenbHuM coio
30M a", and so on, was able to arise at all, but her contribution to the
Study of Russian intonation will, in my view, be better appreciated once
her observations arc freed from the straitjacket of the "grammatical"
tradition.
6.

Problems cf the reductionistic approach

6.(1 Having rejected Bryzgunova's concept of (He)coBMecTHMOCTb as
the criterion for deciding how many intonations must be distinguished,
we are left with the situation that no real altemative "functional" criterion
exists. In Ode (1989) the implicit criterion is formal; a prosodic complex
coiims as ;i scp;iraie type if it is a pitch configuration which differs from
niher piieii cdnfigiiniiions inhirvntly and not as a consequence of the
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melodic context. This criterion separates pitch from other prosodic parameters, inherent pitch distinctions from configurational ones ("relative
height", in Bolinger's terminology), and types of pitch configuration from
contextual variants of such types. The application of this, in itself clear,
criterion is not without problems. In addition, on the content side the
reductionistic approach must clearly be developed tunher. The present
section lists the main problems.
6.1
First, especially in the case of "small" accents in fast speech, it is.
sometimes ditficult to determine, both by ear and with Instruments (computer measurements and manipulations) whether it is phch or some other
parameter (length, vowel quality) or a combination of these which is responsible for the perception of prominence. There is now some hope that
further technological improvements will enable us to investigate this issue.
6.2 No unanimity exists among investigators about the borderline between inherent pitch distinctions and configurational ones. In addition
to the list given in section 3, Ode recognizes some other types, which
Bolinger, for example, would probably regard as a matter of "relative
height":
i. The distinction between falls which reach the lowest point of a
speaker's range (Fl- and Fl-t-) and otherwise identical falls which do not
(Fnl- and Fnl-i-). The classification of Fnl- and Fnl-t- as separate types
impHes that the depth of a fall can be recognized in isolation, i.e., that
independently of the melodic context one can hear whether or not a speaker reaches his lowest point. The main problem here is that on the functional side the difference seems to be that between more or less "finality",
i.e., perceptual discreteness seems to be accompanied by functional
gradualness (Ode 1989: 85).
ii. Ode also recognizes a "small" fall (symbolized as / ) , whose lowest
pomt remains considerably above the speaker's lowest point (1989: 125).
This fall typically occurs in "parenthetic" stretches, which, then, according
to Ode, can be recognized as such independently of their surroundings.
So here an inherent pitch level seems to signal the "subordinate" status
of an accent, i.e., subordinate with respect to surrounding accents.
iii. With rises, a similar problem exists. It has been observed by various
authors (e.g. Svetozarova 1982: 40-41,101-102; Nikolaeva 1977:84; Bonnot
and Fougeron 1987) that a "small" IK-3 occurs in functions other than
the "yes-no question" interpretation (see Bonnot and Fougeron 1987 for
a description of the semantic difference with n+ in that ciise). Ode did

indeed find a type rl- (alongside R1-), none of whose occurrences had
a question interpretation, but it has not yet been established whether the
difference between rises ending in the speaker's high register (R) are
inherently different from rises ending in his low register (r) (Ode 1989:
75). At first sight one would be inclined to think that the highest point
of rises can be relevant only configurationally, i.e., with respect to surrounding movements (a matter of "relative height"), but this view cannot
be maintained if it is true, as it .seems to be, that the "question" interpretation can only be evoked by R1-, not by rl- (other interpretations can
be evoked by both). I suspect that the large range typical for Russian
(excursions up to 24 semitones, viz. 2 octaves) enables the language to
have more inherent height (register) distinctions than, say, Dutch.
iv. Finally, within type R/rm, a difference can be heard between early
(r/Rm) and late (r/Rm-f) rises (viz. with the highest point early vs. late
in the accented syllable). Given Ode's criterion for classifying forms, these
would have to be registered as separate types. However, here, too, the
functional difference seems to be "configurational": timing here probably
contributes to the fact that an accent is more (R/rm) or less (R/rm-t-)
important than other accents in the environment.
How precisely inherent and configurational form distinctions cooperate
to determine our perception of hierarchical differences between accents
and stretches is, as appean from the list i-iv, an important issue for further
study.
6.3 The borderline between types of configuration and contextual variants of such types is clearly language-specific, the most important case
for Russian being Rl- (IK-3) as compared to Rh- (IK-6) and F1+ (IK-2).
The Rl- configuriUion is not recognized as a separate type in English,
for example, or in standard Dutch, which does not imply that the form
does not occur (see below). As an illustration of the reasoning which is
important for deciding whether RI-, Rh- and F1+ are different types, I
will compare Russian with American English as described by Bolinger
(1986; 1989). Two points are important: timing of the fall in Rl- and FI+
(starting at the end or ending at the end of the accented syllabic) and
excursion (height of the rise).
For his A profile (corresponding here to Rl- and Fl-i-) as opposed to
his B profile (corresponding to Rh- here) Bolinger (1986: 143-146) discusses the following cases of fall timing:
i. "If there is a following unaccented syllable, the speaker has a choice"
between the two positions of the fall, fall within the accented syllable
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being more emphatic than fall at the end of the accented syllable. In He
lives in the white house, a fall within the accented syllabic "is abnost
certainly to be taken to mean 'the house that is white'", whereas a fall
at the end of the accented syllable "can as easily be White House (where
white is separately meaningless) as white house".
ii. "If an A profile occurs before a pause or before a B [correspondfaig
to Rh- here] or another A profile, the fall must occur within that [the
accented] syllable". If in these circumstances the fall occurs at the end
of the accented syllable, the configuration is a B (plus boundary).
Case i. suggests that in principle American English has an (optional?)
opposition between the two locations of the fall. If this is correct, Ode's
criterion (6,0) for distinguishing between types of configuration (which
Bolinger does not share - sec 6.4) would lead to the recognition of two
types here. The issue must be investigated further, for the corresponding
Fh (IK-4) case as well, where Bolinger also finds two positions of the
rise (see note 2), In Russian there can be no doubt that before unaccented syllables, the speaker has a choice between F1+ (fall within the accented syllable) and Rl- (fall at the end of the accented syUable), a ' course,
the correlated functional difference between Fl-i- (IK-2) and Rl- (lK-3)
m Russian is not that between emphatic and unemphatic but a much
clearer one. But as it stands, Ode's criterion docs not uke into account
such functional considerations.
Case ii. says that an English configuration having a fall within the
accented syllable (Fl-t-) is a contextual variant (occurring before a boundary) of a configuration having the fall at the end of the accented syllable
(Rl-), the variant ensuring that F1+/RI- remains distinct from Rh in this
position. As we saw in 3.5 and note 3, the situation is different in Russian: before a boundary the difference between Rh- and Rl- is (in principle) neutralized, while that between Rl-/Rh- and R-l- is not.
Together, these two points lead to the conclusion that in Russian, Rl-,
FH- and Rh- are three different types, whereas in English the differentiation between Rl- and Fl-t- is as yet questionable.
Next, we must combine these findings with the height (excursion) of
accents. Bolinger (1989:174-175,178) gives some examples which, if they
were in Russian, one would not hesitate to call Rl- (lK-3):
You crack a jpke. he gets mad at you ("All you do is crack :»
joke and ...")
The emperor of CMna wouldn't have such a gall ("F.ven the
emperor of China")
it he's a dimwit ..

Bolinger's examples are intended to be spoken "at or near falsetto"
(1989: 174), which makes them very much like Russian Rl- (as opposed
to rl-, see 6.2). For Bolinger the height of an accent can never distinguish
between different types of accent, so the examples are realizations of his
A profile (or, in the first one, a B profile before a boundary). As we saw
in 6.3, the register issue is as yet open. In Russian, the important point
is that it is not the normally large excursion of Rl- which keeps the type
apart from F1+ (whose fall can start as high as that after the accented
syllable of R!-) but the position of the fall: if Russian has different types
distinguished merely by register (6.2), then the opposition introduced by
this parameter is that between Rl- and rl-, not that between R/rl- and
FI-I-. The English examples, where realizatwn "at or near falsetto" clearly
contributes to the interpretation, suggest that the contribution of register
be separated from that of fall timing. For Russian this would mean that
the "question" interpretation of Rl- is evoked by a combination of accent
type and register.
Interestingly, Bolinger (1989: 41) describes the Russian Rl- (IK-3) as
"a sort of Profile B [Rh-] except that it may contain a falling portion at
the end [cf. Rl] as well as the more familiar continuous rise [cf. Rh-]".
This description recognizes the point that Russian Rl- does not fall within
the accented syllable, i.e., must not be grouped with n + (Bolinger's A
profile), but in Bolinger's scheme it must then be grouped with Rh- (Bolinger's B profile), because there is no room for a separate type R/ri-:
in Bolinger's system, the R/rl- form is either a B Profile before a boundary (see ii,) or an A profile which has Ft-i- as a contextual or "emphatic"
variant (see i. an ii.). On this point, Bolinger's practice of classifying any
form by means of his profiles A, B and C is clearly inadequate. I think
we must recognize that in intonation, just as in segmental phonology,
different languages draw different borderlines in the sound continuum.
The discussion here has shown, I hope, that it is not always easy to
drsiw these borderlines (one needs rather detailed information about cases
ol potential neutralization) or to motivate well-known and obvious ones
(surely no Russian investigator would doubt that R/rl- is a separate type).
One could say, of course, that R/rl- so obviously has another meaning
ih;m both Fl-l- iind Rh- that its separate status is beyond doubt, but given
the context of the tradition sketched in section Four it is, I think, wise
to kirp mil "liinciional" considerations as long as possible.
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6.4 We may now turn to some cases where custom or tradition deviates
from the 6.0 criterion for separating types. If one compares Ode's inventory for Russian with Bolinger's for American English one finds, beside
the classificatory differences ah-eady discussed in the foregoing, that Bolinger groups together R- (lK-1) and Fl-i- (IK-2) as variants of his A profile, and Rh- (IK-6) and R/rm (plus the English versions with and without
an additional rise in the last syllabic) as variants of his B profile. (Bolinger's C profile corresponds to Fh- (lK-4),) Altlwugh some languagespecific differences of form and/or usage probably exist here (see 7.2.4
and 7.2.3), the different classification probably does not reflect these
differences but must rather be ascribed to Bolinger's tradition: Bolinger
does not apply any strict (formal or semantic) criterion in separating main
types from subtypes, classifying any configuration simply as a variant of
his basic A, B and C profiles or his complex ones (AC, CA, etc.), which
does not prevent him, of course, from discussing semantic distinctions
between, for example, variants of his A or B profiles which might just
as well be given different names.
Another point on which nothing serious hinges is the fact that on a
linguistic level some of the configurations listed in Section Three (or,
for that matter, Bolinger's complex profiles) could be split up into smaller
meaningful parts. For example, the rise of Rl- and Rh- can be separated
from the low versus high tail (which can then be identified with the corresponding part in Fl- and Fh-) if the contributions of the constituting parts
to the overall interpretation can be isolated. I think this is possible (but
not in the speech chain, to be sure: realizations of parts of a configuration
mutually compensate each other as far as perception is concerned); it
would be correct to do so in a reductionistic approach, but it has the
practical disadvantage that semantic formulations then become more
complicated. Moreover, the list as given in Section 3 and 6.2 above can
easily be compared to Bryzgunova's IK inventory (or to Bolinger's classification), which pves some mnemonic help to outsiders in a world where
every single investigator continues to use his own notational system.
6.5 Despite the notational diversity among intonoiogists it is, I think,
clear that the set of Russian pitch configurations differs from both the
Dutch and English ones on only two points: it has Rl- (lK-3) as a separate
configuration instead of as a variant of Fl-f (lK-2) - but see 6.3 above;
secondly, it makes no use of terminal (non-accent-lending) rises and fiills
(i.e., in the last syllable before a boundary, separated from the IJISI ;u-eeiii
ed syllable by an unaccented stretch). One furthi;r point is queMuinaWc
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(see 7.2.3). Standard Dutch, in contrast to both Russian and English, does
not have type 3.7: while Russian has recourse to changes of pitch direction
before/in and immediately after the accented syllable, but not in the last
syllable (but the post(post)accentual syllable may, of course, happen to
be the last one), English has both options, possibly tending more to the
Russian situation, while Dutch prefers the last syllable for postaccentual
choices (with non-accent-lcnding falls from a high level this is the only
possibility). The status of type 3.8 is as yet unclear.
For the remainder, different notations for these languages do not clearly reflect real differences between inventories, but are rather a consequence of investigators' opinions about the status of some feature, or
simply result from customs and tastes in "carving up the rather continuous territory over which the accents are spread" (Bolinger 1986: 339).
These opinions, customs and tastes are, to be sure, not so dramatically
diverse as it may appear at first sight: given a reductionistic framework,
Bolinger's (1986: 339-340) short discussion of alternatives to his own
"carving", combined with the list of issues discussed here (section 6; see
also 7.2.3 and 7,2.4), is probably close to being exhaustive. Leaving aside
language-specific differences of realization, about which little is known
(sec section 7 for the more or less clear points concerning Russian), the
analytic alternatives are clear. Thus we may, I think, conclude that analyzing the form side of intonation in terms of oppositions is today less
problematic than it used to be.
6.6 On the content side the situation is both the same and worse. As
Bolinger remarks, the meanings of pitch configurations are "more or less
self-evident", "once the shapes are identified" (1989: vii). Indeed, independently of one another different authors have come up with meanhig
IKistulates very much in agreement with Bolinger's far more detailed observations (summarized in 1986: 337-343) about American English (compnre, for example. Van Buuren's (1981) proposals for Brirish English and
Dutch, and my own (Keijsper 1980, 1983, 1984) discussion of Russian
find Dutch).
However, a serious problem presented by these "more or less setfrvidcnt" meanings is that they are highly abstract and general; in Bolinger's view they "ultimately derive (whether historically or ontogcnctically
01 both) from metaphors associated with rising and falling, which are
shared by facial expressions and bodily gestures" (1986; 341). This may
Itr loireei. hiii what all existing proposals fail to explain is languages/K'i t^u ilillrifiu-r<. iii iis/i^-t- nl eonllgiiraiions which, as options in the
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system, exist elsewhere as well. As Bolinger observes (1986: 343), "it
would be foolish to deny tlial intonation is in many ways conventionalized",
but "thorough and detailed descriptions of the intonation of other languages [other than English. C.K.] - in all the richness of its contribution
to grarrunatical, interpersonal, and situational relationships - " are needed
before we can determine "how far the harnessing of intonation's expressiveness has gone, how conventional it has become" (1986; 344).
Bolinger (1989), in my view correctly, approaches the conventionalization problem by investigating which intonations are impossible in certain
sentences (or with ccnain imeijcctions and particles), i.e., he looks for
"negative data": "one cannot discover a rule or a meaning without studying the consequences of misuse or violation. In spite of the occasional
abuse of starred forms, we cimnot do whhout them, and they are rarely
to be found in a corpus" (1989; 434). This strategy clashes with current
practice in Russian intonology, where too often a typical way of pronouncing a sentence is presented as the ^ay to pronounce it. On the one
hand, this practice has given us the elaborate Canons of sections One
and Four above, but on the other hand it has resulted in almost total
lack of "negative data", without which it is nearly impossible to arrive
at more precise and language-specific formulations of intonational meanings than we now have.
6.7 Conventionalization includes, in my view, stereotype emotional reactions to certain intonations (or realizations of intonations), and stereotype
associations between certain intonations and certain sentence types (types
of speech act). Thus Russians hearing Ode's "harmonica pattern" (3.8)
immediately associate it with npocTOpesHe, although they all use it (1989;
140). Type 3.4 combined with a non-prominence-lending fall from high
in the last syllable frequently occurs in spoken Dutch advertisements, so
that one can easily raise a laughter m a Dutch audience by citing a few
examples of it. Why is that? Or why is the distribution of identical movements different in /American and British English (e.g. Bolinger 1989;
28-32), so that, for example, the absence or presence of a rise at the end
of the simple command Come on has quite different connotations (op.cit.;
32)? .And if we are urged to give "the" (most frequent/normal/neutral?)
intonation to signal that a question is being asked, Bryzgunova says IK-3
(R1-) for Russian (but IK-4 (Fh-) still in the beginning of this ceniury see Keijsper 1983: 135-136), Bolinger gives his B accent (Rh- plus final
rise) for American English (eg.1986; 257), Lehistc and Ivic (c.^. I98())
give type 3,7 for Serbocroatian, I would say a "pointed li:ii plus lenniiiiil
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rise" for Dutch, and so on. All this can be motivated by pointing out the
compatibility of the contour concerned with a question interpretation,
bat we do not know why different languages "normally" make different
choices, or, for that matter, why habits can change, as in Russian, (The
change from IK-4 to IK-3 as the "normal" question intonation probably
took place in the coBMccTHi»iocTb case of IK-3/4 mentioned in 4.4 and
5.6.) For foreign language teaching this unexplained conventional side
of intonation is, of course, of utmost importance, because foreigners can
make horrible mistakes here. As long as this side is largely unexplored,
intonation teaching remains, in my view, a marginal activity which can
at present hardly go further than is sketched in section 7 below.
6.8 On the whole, the present situation in intonology can, I think, be
compared to the time when h was recognized that Slavic languages have
the "same" category of verbal aspect, all differences between individual
languages being "merely" a matter of usage. The few differences between
Russian, Dutch and English intonation inventories mentioned in 6.5 clearly
do not exhaust the subject of intonation, even in these three well-investigated languages, but at present everything else is "usage". In order to
explain the latter, we clearly need "a much broader conceptuaUzation
of meaning", "one that can accomodate affective associations, intentions,
and motivations, as well as referential functions" (Femald, cited in Bolinger 1989: 20). The problem is to keep meanings precise nevertheless, and
language-specific where usage systematically differs. At present we are
Mill far removed from that aim. Before further progress in intonation
research is possible, this sad but, I think, realistic conclusion must be
drawn.
7.

Teaching Russian Intonation

7.0 Current teaching practice, especially in introductory courses, is clearly outdated. For example, the 1985 English edition of PyccKHfl asbw Rna
Bccx (Babalova & lyevleva 1985) only repeats a - badly - simplified extract
from Bryzgunova 1972, without showing any inclination, after so many
years, to reHect upon what is being taught and why. Descriptions and
pictures of the various IKs are unclear and the selection of material (IK-l,
IK 2, IK 3, IK 4, IK-5) reflects only the history of Bryzgunova's investigations (in 1972 IK-h and lK-7 were nol yet recognized as separate types),
iiiul shows little insigln into what is especially difficult or "typically
Riissi;in".''
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It will be clear from Section Six that the reductionistic approach advocated in the foregoing has not yet resulted in an alternative to the
C^ons of Russian Intonation summarized in Seaions One and Four
above. As a modest start in that direction, the present section distinguishes
three phases in intonation teaching. First, a minimum programme for
Dutch (and English) students is given (7.1) which can serve as an alternative to the intonation part of PyccKHM aswK Ana scex (or comparable introductions for the first weeks of study). It aims at eliminating three intonation mistakes and the only accent placement mistake' evidently caused
by interference from Dutch (or English). The result does not yet "sound"
Russian.
In the second phase (7,2) the aim is to enlarge the "Russian" nature
of "Dutch" Russian.
Finally (7.3), intonation becomes part of a more general fluency
problem.
As will be clear from the list below, our present knowledge of the
subject reaches only to some point in the second phase.
7.1.0
At the elementary level of language acquisition, almost all Dutch
students make four intonation/accentuation mistakes in Russian which
are evidently caused by differences of form between the two languages.
They must be corrected repeatedly.
7.1.1
Dutch sentences often have a (non-prominence-lending) rise in
the last syllable:

/

\

J •*—

Wie is daar?
Is dat tomatensap?
Ze studeren geen Nederlands (, maar Russisch).
This rise does not exist in Russian. "Translations" such as the following
are therefore always wrong:

__/A

J^

TaM?
TOMaTHWJi COK?
*OHH HaynaioT ne roAnaHACKHH (, a pyccKHH aawx).
Students can be made aware of their Dutch habit by pronouncing a
few Dutch sentences with an exaggerated, "prolonged" rise in the lasi
syllable. Every time this rise pops up in their Russian the senience con
*KTO
*3T0

cemed must then be repronounced without the rise. The mistake occurs
in the last syllable following any type of accent, i.e., both from low, as
after Fl- (IK-1, see Section Three for the forms) and R-t- (IK-2), and from
high, as after Fh- (IK-4) and Rh- (lK-6), the latter especially in "question"
interpretations,
7.1.2
Russian does not have a non-prominence-lending rise in the last
syllable (7.1.1), but there is a Russian intonation which does rise after
the accented syllable. However, this rise must occur immediately after
the accented syllabic, nol at the end of the sentence (part), and the accented syllable must be low (fallen to);

This is Fh- (IK-4; see 3.4).
Although the configuration exists in Dutch, students do make mistakes
here, probably because the type is not very frequent in Dutch; it seems
to occur in Dutch mainly as a "colon intonation" and sometimes in ("incredulous") questions (the preceding context leads to the conclusion that
the given sentence is true, but the speaker asks for confirmation of his
guess):

—ey
Het nieuwsQverzicht:
En dan krijg ik de was wel goed schoon?
Heb ik lets verkeerds gezegd?
The "Dutch" mistakes in Russian here are of four types:
i. The rise is incorrectly postp<ined until the last syllable (see point
7.1,1):
\^^

J

instead of

Of course, when the accented syllable is the last or penultimate one of
a senience (A Hajauia?) no mistake results from applying the "Dutch"
siiilcgy of rise postponement.
ii. The rise is incorrectly postponed until the last syllable (as in i.) and
llir ;Hvenl is of the wrong type:

I
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y

\

J

instead of

-w

The former configuration (a so-called "pointed hat" plus final rise) does
not exist in Russian but frequently occurs in Dutch.
iii. A more subtle but still "foreign" mistake is adding to the otherwise
correct configuration a rise in the last syllable, from the high level already
reached by then (see again 7.1.1);

This mi.stake has the same degree of subtlety when following Rh- (lK-6),
which is otherwise identical to its Dutch equivalent (leaving aside possible
realization differences if the stretch after the accent is long).
iv. In sentences such as flo CBHflaHHa, in which the Fh- configuration
invites an (identical) reply, sometimes instead of IK-4 a "call contour"
("half fall") is used:
^
7.1,3
Type Rl- (lK-3, see 3.3) does not occur in standard Dutch (and
English) as a separate configuration (but see 6.3), As its non-use in Russian can lead to misunderstanding, the accent must be introduced explicitly:

Een bende dat het daar is!
En koud dat het daar was!
Na zo'n ctentje he^ ik vuilc pannen!
This gives the essence of the Russian Rl- (IK-3); a combination of a
high accented syllable and a low stretch immediately after the accent.
In English (and in Dutch), an accent close or identical to Rl- (IK-3) can
occur in sentences like those cited in 6.3.
After its initial introduction and correct imitation by Students, which
takes a few minutes, the accent will be "forgotten" or pronounced incorrectly many times. The main mistakes made in a Dutch audience are the
following:
i. Even if the accent itself is pronounced correctly, a rise is often added
at the end of the sentence (see 7.1.1):
* 3 T 0 TOMaTHHH COK?

li. In the accented syllable pitch rises correctly, but after that it comes
down too early, viz, in the accented syllable instead of at the boundary
of the accented syllable and the next syllable. A schematic picture on
the blackboard explains the problem (the vertical line indicates the approximate end boundary of the accented syllable):

r~\
3 T O TOMaTHwii COK?

OH PYCCKHB?

Hwna HA&T B Mara3HH?
The accent can be introduced starting from Dutch sentences such as.:

Een bende dat het daar is I
En koud dat het daar was!
Na zo'n ctentje hgh "^ vuile pannen!
The accent on, here, bende, koud and heb should be pronounced as
"high" as possible (suggesting great involvement). Attention must then
be called to the fact that the part of the Dutch sentence after the accent
is often pronounced on a high level. This high stretch must then be replaced hy a low one, keeping the accenied syllable as hij;h ;is In-lou-;

7*^

instead of

n i \

This is an important point, because the former accent, viz, rising and
falling within the same syllable, also exists (some realizations of Fl-i-; IK-2
in Bryzgunova's notation):
OcTOpojKHo! TaM onacHo!
versus
TaM onacHo?

iii. The rise is correct, and the fall occurs in the correct place, but
the latter is not "deep" enough, viz. does not come under the level from
which the rise started. Such realizations can be misunderstood as realizaiioiis ol Km (sec 3.6).
IV. The rise in the accenied syllable is too slow, reaching its highest
)M)iiit somewhere in the middle of the accented syllable instead of at the
l><7'.innmg (the veilie;i1 line iiuliciitcs the Ixrginning of the accented syllaUU-y.
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instead of

/• * \

Impressionistically, there should be a sudden jump from low to high instead of a gradual glide (but sec note 4).
V. The rise in the accented syllable is not sufficiendy high. On the
average, the Russian accent has an excursion of about 17 semitones (Od^
1989: 116,119), say one and a halve octave. When the accent is intended
as a "question" it is essential to use the "Russian" span, as its non-use
can give rise to misunderstanding (rather than just make a "foreign" impression); elsewhere Rl- caji possibly have a smaller excursion without
causing misunderstanding (rl-, sec 6.2). This problem is not so much technical (everybody can pronounce the high pitch required) as psychological:
as Lecd (1965: 73-74) remarks, "when an American student tries to use
this very affective /4/ [this is Leed's notation. C.K.] in imitating what is
obviously a completely neutral question in Russian, hc feels constrained
and awkward"; "males are particularly troubled by this". The same holds
true for Dutch students.
7.1.4
In addhion to the form of Rl- (see 7.1.3), its placement in a sentence intended as a question is sometimes strange from the standard Dutch
point of view. It is insufficient to say that the accent is placed on the
word about which a question is asked, as existing courses do (e.g.
Babalova & lyevleva 1985: 31), because the problem is precisely that for
Russians the question can be about something else than for, e.g., Dutch
students. Thus, as is well known, we ask
Bu roBoptrre no-pyccKH?
MOJKHO BOitTH?
Bu Syaere naft nHTb?
where Dutch has
Spreekt u Russisch?
Mag ik binnenkomen?
Wilt u thee?
And so on. The problem exists only in one specific case. No problem
arises if the content of a single word is under discussion and is opposed
to alternatives:

Bbi roBopHTC no-pyccKH? (fla, a / Her, Moft cocej)
Bbi i-ooopHTc no-pyccKH? (fla, HO HC SMTaw / Her, roiibxo MHTBIQ)
Bbi roBopHTe no-pyccKH?(;ia. HO HC no-^jpanuvscKH / Her, no^pam^ysCKH)
In this case accent placement is the same in Russian and in Dutch. But
if the alternatives are "yes" vs. "no", the question being whether or not
somebody speaks Russian, an Rl- accent in Russian on the same word
as in Dutch here, viz. on no-pyccKH, means that speaking Russian is intended to be a guess (which can be wrong) about a situation existing at
a given moment. For example, if somebody whom one knows to be studying Russian starts uttering incomprehensible sentences one can guess that
the given situation (you do not understand what is being said) can be
explained by assuming that Russian is being spoken. The question then
is: "Docs my not understanding you mean that you are talking Russian
now (or is this a wrong explanation)?" If this meaning is not intended
the accent in Russian must be on the verb; in that case one simply asks
whether or nol somebody is able to speak Russian. In the same way, when
I am standing before the open door of my liberal boss, not daring to enter
without permission, and he suddenly becomes angry at me, I can ask
Mo^HO BottTH? in the sense "Does your attitude at this moment mean
that 1 can come in?" Or if somebody is putting the kettle on one may
guess that he is making preparations for tea and ask Bu 6yHere nwrb
Hafl / BN 6yntrc naii nwTb? ("Is the explanation of what you are doing
that you are going to drink tea"?) If this meaning is not intended, the
accent should be on MOJKHO and byflere, respectively. In the same way,
to give an example from Muxanov (1983: 53), the question Tbi SyAemb
BbiCTynaTb Ha ceimiHape? is "neutral" because the speaker is just interested in whether or not something is (will be) the case. When the accent
is on the word "normally" accented in Dutch, viz., here, on cei^HHape,
the question is about (ibidem) a npeanonaraeMoe AeflcTBue:
— a BH^Ky, Tbi iviHoro 3aHHMaeuibca. Tw SyACiub BbiCTynaxb na
ccMHHape? ("This is a guess about why you are working hard.
Is the guess conect?")
- ,Aa, a roTOBAiocb K ceMHuapy. ("Yes, your guess about the
reason for my working hard is correct".)
The dilTiciilty wiih mistakes in such sentences is that the semanric
ilillrreiiee expressed in Russian by accent placement cannot be expressed
III llie same way in Dutch (for Fnglish sec Smel'kova 1982; Lake 1984
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omits the npeAnonojKCHHe case). It seems to me that it can best be explained informally by calling attention to the particles Dutch often adds
to the sentences; in the npeflnonojKCKHe case, viz. when the accent is in
the same place as in Dutch, the particle soms (or, in reactions to a preceding utterance, dan) can hardly be left out of the Dutch sentence if the
Russian meaning is to be rendered adequately. In translations of the Russian case with an accent on the verb misschien deviates less from the
Russian meaning than soms. Thus:
Bbi rOBOpHTC nO-pyCCKH / Ho-pyCCKH BU rOBOpHTC?
Spreekt u (misschien) Russisch?
BW gy/tere naft nHTi / Maft Syjcre nHTb?
Wilt u (misschien) een kopje thee?
MOJKHO BOfiTM / BoiiTH MOXHO?
Mag ik (misschien) binnenkomen?
XoMeuib aSAOKo / HSAOKO xoieinb?
Wil je (misschien) een appel?
Versus:
Bbi rOBopHTC no-pyccKH / Bu no-pyccKM roaopMie?
Praat/spreekt u soms Russisch?
Bw Syaexe nHTb nafi / Bu Gyoere qaft nwTb?
Gaat u soms theedrinken?
MOJKHO BOiiTH?

Mag ik soms binnenkomen?
Xoqenjb aSnoKo / aSnoito xoHeuib?
Wil je soms een appel?
In the latter series, the question c a n also apply, of course, to the specific word: is it tea (or something else) which you are going to drink?
But that case presents no problem — see above.)
In Russian there is also a relation with particles (Muxanov 1983: 151):
the first sentence in
— Tbi Bwn B JLMHO?
— Ebi.n.
J

3

can b e expanded into Tax Tbi 6biA B KHHO, or Hy, TU Own B XHHO, or

Hy, xaK Tbi 6biA B KHHO? But in a npcanoAo^^eHwe case Hy is impossible:
— H BCTperHJi B KHHO Cauiy.

— T H 6bIA B KHHO? / TaK Tbi 6bl.n B KHHO? / *Hy. (lilK) TM 6h\ri H KHIli)?

I think this issue should be explained to students, so as to avoid the
(incorrect) suggestion that in Russian questions with Rl- the accent is
always on the verb.
7.1.5
Interference from Dutch (and American (?) English - Bolinger
1986: 391-392) can also be predicted for a non-prominence fall in the
last syllable of a sentence (pan) following Fh-:
Ik lust geen mineralen!
En dan krijg ik de was >Kel goed schoon!
Deze irein gaat niet verder.
This possibility is not available in Russian. However, in contrast to
the corresponding rise (7.1.1), the fall does not, in my experience, pop
up regularly in students' Russian, possibly because h has a quite specific
connotation which is not automatically transferred to other languages
(one is inclined to add Lekker puh! to the Dutch sentences ("this precludes any potential objection" - cf. note 8),
7.2
In addition to eliminating the mistakes listed in 7.1, some tricks
can be taught which considerably raise the "typically Russian" character
of "Dutch" Russian.
7.21
In any type of configuration Russian uses a much wider span
(distance between low and high) than Dutch, viz. up to 24 semitones (two
octaves). Ahhough this difference has nothing to do with options available in the respective systems (except probably with Rl- in the question
interpretation - see 6.2 and 7.1.3), pointing it out to students may well
l>e the most important thing a teacher can do beyond correcting the four
mistakes listed in 7.1, as it is probably responsible for a large part of the
"foreign" impression of "Dutch" Russian. Dutch people arc often emotionally opposed to the large pitch excursions of Russian; as Van Buuren
(1981; 3) observes, "some types of Russian employ such a wide span that
Its speakers sound quite overwrought most of the time". This connotation
is jihseni in Russian. For example, even the quietest, unemotional, "flatirsi'' spe.ikei in Ode's (1989) corpus employs a 17 semitones register
(IUH">. I If)), i.e. abmii one and a half octave (measured from the speaker's
Itwesi point). Tlie difference between the English and Russian span is
sii);illei \h.»\ ih;il belween the Dutch and Russian one, but still consideralilf; Villi Hiiiiieii (ihiilctn) ^ives "nhoiii ;i seventh or an octave" for British
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English (Received Pronunciation) a n d a fifth or sixth for ("metropolitan")
Dutch. Van Buuren distinguishes, however, between "span" (distance
between low and high) and "key", viz., the positioning of this span in
relation to one's total pitch compass: in English (RP) the position is as
low as possible, in Dutch low to medium (so that the lowest half octave
or so is not used). The standarized, computerized span for British English
is 12 semitones and for Dutch 6 semitones (which is somewhat too little,
8-10 being a better approximation); these are, however, not measured
from the speaker's lowest point but from a so-called declination line.
7.2.2
A further "typically Russian" feature is the frequent use of a socalled zanos (see 3.10) in the syllable before a final (Fl- or FI-H) fall;
people unacquainted with Russian - also beginning students - tend to
hear the syllable before the fall as accented. The precise function of the
zanos is unknown; of course, it provides the possibility of a large fall
after it and therefore makes a configuration emphatic, but I suspect that
more will have to be said on this matter in the future. According to Bryzgunova (1980, D: 232) a zanos (classified as a "modal realization" of lK-1)
in monologues "nepcAaer pasAUMHue orreHKH HecooTBeTcrEwji 0)KHAaeMoiwy", whereas in answers it "nepcAaer yBcpcHHOCTb HAH yrsepacAeHHe
Mero-A. KaK aeonpoBep^HMoro". In Bryzgunova (1977: 198) we find the
zanos among the "modal realizations" of IK-2, where it is said to express
"BOX MTO, BOT KyAa, BOX noicMy" (in declarative sentences) and "HC noHHMaio, o MCM BM roBOpHTc" (in questions). In Dutch there is sometimes
a small rise after a gradually rising unaccented stretch b ^ o r e a fall, but
this occurs mainly in the same syllable as the fall; in English a zanos can
also be used. In Russian the phenomenon is much more frequent.
7.2.3
One point which is important in a way not yet altogether clear
is O d i ' s R/rm; as we saw in 3,6, it occurs both as a non-last accent, where
it is not usually written by Bryzgunova, and as a last accent, where it is
not distinguished from lK-6 ( R h ) and IK-4 (Fh-) in Bryzgunova's system.
As a non-last accent, rm differs from the standard notation of Dutch
accents, viz, "saw teeth" (Russian) versus "pointed hats" (Dutch):

Prosodically, the former makes everything up to the next "turning point"
(Od6 1989: UO) belong to the preceding accent. Thus in JIHUO crapyoiKM
Sbino SneflHO, rnaaa ce / SAecrenH (Muxanov 1983: 102) the postponed
ee is enclitic to the preceding rnaia with rm. "Pointed hais" iire more
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"abrupt" than "saw teeth", and are rejected by native Russians as "foreign"
(Ode 1989: 49).
If this is correct, teaching students to pronounce rm instead of
"pointed hats" would be among the first things a teacher should do. However, I did not mention this difference in 7.1, because there is now some
suspicion that Dutch accents, too, are less "abrupt" than is suggested
by their standarized notation. The issue must be investigated further.
As a last accent, Rm occurs much more than rm, viz. with a large excursion (on the average 15 semitones - Ode 1989: 118). Such an accent
is also possible in Dutch, or, for that matter, English, but its distribution
and emotional association is different. In series (Bolinger 1989; 205-209),
English and Dutch use mainly Rh- (with possibly a rise in the last syllable),
except "when the series is fairly long: it is as if the speaker were somewhat bored with the task of recalling what he wants to inchide, producing a sort of drawl, which livens up as the next-to-last item is reached
and he knows that no further search is required" (Bolinger 1989: 206).
The "sort of drawl" (Bolinger's B profile with a sagging tail) is Rm,
which in Russian is used very frequently and does not have the "bored"
connotation but rather sounds "dreamy" or "poetic" (Rm is also the conventionalized contour for reciting poetry).* The type is often chosen for
the last item of a series as well (suggesting that the list is neither closed
nor has a foreseeable end).
In final position, just as in nonfinal position (see above rm), Rm is
typically chosen if an unaccented stretch is added to the accent (as an
"afterthought"). Thus the following example from Schallert (1990: 58),
which he, following Brygunova, symbolizes by IK-6, is probably spoken
with Rm:
JlaAbnie yrAOM na spHxejia BUXOAHT TaKoii CTapbiii AOM y Koxoporo
Ha 4>acaAe HanncaHo Tbioma ACBHTbCOT sccsiTbiH rofl •
The whole stretch following AOM falls under the tail of Rm, making it,
as it were, enclitic to the preceding p a r t . '
1 suspect that Schallert's observation that IK 6 is rbematic (just as IK-4)
(1990: 60), i^ about Rm rather than about Rh- (the latter docs announce
iliai a fiirther, "rhematic" thought is to follow). At any rate, I would suggest ihat Rm in Russian is specific in not conveying whether the accent
is"rlic;in!Uic" or "thematic". At least its frequency is higher than in Dutch
;ind I'liglish, ;md it contributes to the "typically Russian" sound, so it
winikl he a pood idea to tciich it to students .md to say (until we know
more ;ibniit iis (lisiiilniiiini) ili;ii it is nol iissiiclated with being bored.
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7.2.4
Leed (1965: 64) observes that, in his notation, /3 1 1 #/ (Ode's
F1-, Bryzgunova's IK 1), is used for "colorless statements" in Russian,
whereas it is "emotionally colored" in English (at least in American English?); "in English only adults speak with such an annoyed intonation
when they use a condescendingly patient and didactic tone in trying to
straighten out a disobedient child" (Lecd 1965: 65, citing Bryzgunova).
If this is correct, an English student "must suppress his emotional reactions to low pitch on primary stress" (ibidem). However, part of the emotions may be due to the frequent zanos in Russian (/2 3 1 1 #/ in Leed's
notation).
Lecd mentions (1965: 66) that the opposite holds true for Fl-i- (/2 '3
1 # / in his notation); the contour is neutral in English but has additional
implications in Russian ("norHMccKoe ynapcHHe"). Leed separates the contour from /3 '2 1 # / in his notation, which according to Leed is normal
in Russian wh-questions (Kyaa BU XOTHTC HATH , in Leed's notation)
whereas English
3

2 1 #

Where do you want to go? would imply "Well make up your mind wc haven't got all day" (1965: 66-69). In statements Leed differentiates
between Russian (with zanos) /2 3 ' 2 1 #/ (slightly emphatic, leaving aside
the zanos) versus English /3 3 '2 I #/ ("harsh or unpleasant").
In Dutch at least Fl- seems to be less strange than is suggested for
English by Leed (cf. Van Buuren 1981: 5). Bolinger's discussion of American English, as far as I can tell, does not directly confirm Leed's observations, but Bolinger (1962: 82), in his review of Jurgeas Buning and Van
Schooneveld (1961), docs remark that Russian Fl- is more frequent than
hs English counterpart, and in (1989: 41) he cites an Fl- example from
Keijsper (1983: 122-123) with a slightly different (English) contour, which
presumably has the same meaning as Fl- (Bolinger's A, Leed's 3 '2 1).
Remarkably, the meanings of Fl- and Fl-H have been described independently for English, Dutch and Russian in the same way; very briefly, "expective" and "contrastive", in Van Buuren's (1981) formulation.
T suspect that more is involved here than a different distribution of
identical forms; the realLzatbns may well be different;
i. The normal realization of Rtissian Fl- has such an early fall (low at
the beginning of the accented vowel, i.e., a fall preceding it) that it would
probably be better to compare it t o what Bolinger (e.g. 1986: 226-237,
1989; 152-153) calls "monotone C " , even though Fl- (in contrast to Fnl-,
see below) does fall to the lowest point of the spe;iker. in Hnglish, ;is
far as 1 know, a fall (from a higher level) normally tiikes place (nt lensi

partially) within the accented syllable, not before it. As monotones arc
associated with 'tired', 'sad', 'bored', 'nothing to get excited about' by
American speakers (e.g. Bolinger 1986; 230-231), the emotional reaction
to Russian Fl- is understandable.
ii. Ode (1989) does not distinguish between falls to the end of a syllable (Fl-t-) which are preceded by a rise in the accented syUable (Leed's
/2 '3 1 #/) and such falls which start falling from a higher level in the
syllable preceding the accent (Leed's /3 3 '2 1 #/, or, with zanos, /2 3
•2 1 #/); /2 '3 1 #/ is more emphatic than /3 '2 1 #/ (leaving aside the
emphatic effect of the zanos), and the latter, in turn, is more emphatic
than R- (Leed's /3 '1 !#/). Perhaps it is better to divide Russian falls into
three types. According to Leed (1965; 67), Bryzgunova groups /3 '2 1
#/ with IK-I (Leed's /3 'I 1 #/), which may explain part of the discrepancies between the IK-1/2 notation and Ode's F1-/F1+. However, Fl- may
also reach the lowest point of the speaker after the accented syllable
(without, however, being slightly "contrastive". as /3 '2 1 # / is; in Fl- it
is simply a phonetic detail - see note 1).
iii. Leed (1965; 70) further distinguishes between contours with a final
fall (his symbol # , i.e. falling pitch and fading away of the voice after
the last accent) and final level terminals, i.e. contours which do not fall
further after the last accent (/I 11 /). The latter is probably what Bolinger
(also) refers to as "monotone C ". According to Leed (ibidem), in English
"we use this contour to express complete lack of interest combined with
annoyance", whereas in Russian it is frequent in "semi-official announcements, reading pronunciation, and lecture style, though it is by no means
absent in conversational Russian" (ibidem). Again, part of the emotional
reaction may be due to the zanos which Leed adds in his example, Leed's
and Ode's notations are not directly comparable on this point, Ode's falls
to non-low (Fnl- and Fnl-t- — see 6.2) probably corresponding to Leed's
/2 2 I / ("nonfinality") rather than to his /111).
It seems to me that the precise realizations of falls would be a good
issue for contrastive study, especially because of the emotional overtones
ol the possibilities.
/.2.S
Dutch students do not automatically use type 3.7 in Russian, as
tins type does not exist in Dutch. In practice the absence of this type
III "DiiU'h" Russi;in presents no problems, as the type is relatively infreqti<-ni iiiiil is nut likely to oeeitr in ilic type of speech with which, say,
lust viMi MiMleiiis ;iie emirroiiied. Bui it in;iy be included ;imong those
Itiihils lli:il iiuisl l>e ;u«jiiiuil il a "Hiissi:in" sound is ;iimed ;it. I'hc same
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holds true for type 3,8. Type 3.7 a t least does occur in English (both
British and American).'*"
7.2.6
Some important points of visage can simply be borrowed from
the Canons of Section One/Four (i.e. from any existing intonation course).
First of all, of course, the uses of Rl- (IK-3) are unknown to Dutch
(and English) students. Since the type is very frequent, also appearing
in other than "yes-no question" faiterpretations, it makes sense to devote
some attention to it.
Next, Dutch students do not automatically use Fh- (lK-4) in the appropriate circumstances, despite the fact that the type exists in Dutch (see
also 7.1,2), In the Dutch system, the type has a more marginal status than
in Russian, becatise it is the only type where a meaningful change of pitch
direction occurs immediately after the accented syllable (rather than in
the last syllable), whereas in Russian this is the normal place to change
direction. Moreover, Russian does not have the "pointed hat plus final
rise" option which sometimes (but not always) replaces Fh- in Dutch
translations. So it is useful to work through the typical uses of Fh- (lK-4)
as given in intonation courses (see also Rogova 1967, Derbyshire 1975).
An important addition would be the replacement of Fh- (IK-4) by a combination of a fall plus Rl- (IK-3) in dialogues such as the following:
- 51 0<ieHb A106Ai0 ^KHBOHHCb.

— A Myshiity? / A Myobixy r t i Aio6uuib?
(Muxanov 1983; 77)
Although all existing intonation courses give a sentences as the canonical
IK-4 occurrence, in spoken Russian the more extended alternative A
My3HKy Tbi Aio5HiUb is apparently more common.
The information about IK-3 and IK-4 given in .standard intonation
courses is, however, wrong at one point (see 7.2.7).
7.2.7
An issue treated insufficiently in the Canons is the choice of
configuration in nonfinal clauses. According to the Canons, IK-3, IK-4
and lK-6 are "synonymous" here, the difference being a matter of style
(IK-3 expressing "paaroBopKuii OXTCHOK.", IK-4 "oi|)HUHaAbHocTb" and
IK-6 "npanoAHATOCTb"). Recent investigations (Bonnot and Fougeron 1986.
Schallert 1990) have shown that this is incorrect (see also already Kurnecova 1960; 60, 66).
According to Bonnot and Fougeron (who make reveiiling use ol
"negative data" — see 6.6), IK-3 here signals that "la relation entrc tin

theme et son rheme est presentee comme necessaire" (1986: 85), i.e., the
relation between the theme part (p) and the rheme part (q) excludes a
connection between the negation of the theme part (p') and q and between
p and the negation of the rheme part (q').
This agrees vrith Schallert's observations: "lK-3 introduces a clause
which is either formally or infcrentially to be construed as being related
to it" (1990: 56). Schallert shows on the basis of recordings of spoken
texts that the distribution of IK-3 on the one hand, and IK-4 and lK-6
(probably Rm - see 7.2.3) on the other, is clearly different: "IK-4 and
-6 (Rm] clauses scctn to occur in a nominative, listing function, distinct
from the descriptive, relativizing function of IK-3" (1990: 59).
These important investigations can be expanded in two directions. First,
as will be clear from the foregoing, I think it is essential to separate Rm
from Rh-, even though Bryzgunova does not do so. Secondly, it would
be interesting to widen the scope to what Bolinger (1989: 81-97, 171-209)
summarizes as "Demarcation" and "Dependent Clauses and Other Dependencies". The problem then not only includes the choice of configuration
type, but also what Bolinger calls "relative height", viz. configurational
nccent hierarchies ("more" and "less" important accents), and prosodic
means other than relative height for giving accents an unequal status (see
6.2).
Since the issue is as yet open, teachers can, for the time being, do
little more than omit the "synonymous" ("stylistic") IK-3/4/6 use (or
iliscuss the Bonnot & Fougeron and Schallert articles, of course).
7,3 Outside of that it is, I believe, hardly useful to teach intonation
ns a separate subject as long as we know so little about differences of
UMtge (sec 6.6-6,7). Intonational mistakes can in praaicc hardly be distinguished from other "foreign" mistakes, being intermingled with segmental pronunciation problems, rhythm problems (e,g., the distribution
ol length mentioned by Lecd 1%5: 65-66), and, in general, lack of fluency. Although a long stay in Russia is perhaps the only really effective
iiirasiirt here, to some extent a type of training can be imagined which
itiipgriites intonation in a strict sense with, of course, segmental phonetics
Htnl phonology (in relation to pronunciation), but also with word order
in tcliition to accent placement and the correct use of particles (particles,
ni cording lo Sirotininn (1983; 7) and Prokurovskaja (1983; 173), constitute
|V'< i)i Hie lexHim of spoken Russian, and 126 of every thousand words
s|H)keii ;iK- pjiriieles, iind yet their use is almost never taught to forfi(tuns): ;dl this must lie idireet in lelatively last speech if somebody is
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to "sound" Russian, No course exists w h i c h systematically trains students
to strive for this effect, although Muxanov (1983) may be seen as a step
in the right direction. It neatly combines intonation in a strict sense with,
inter alia, the use of pasae and neyxenH , the use of Aa and HCT where
it differs from t h e Dutch > en nee {- IIo-MoeMy, HHua m HIOSHT Myauicy,
- fla, HC JIIOSHT,), accent placement i n relation to the use of TOJKC and
raicx-e, word order in relation to accent placement in yes-no^ questions
(the difference between A yMeSHHK y T-CSH ccrb and A y TCSS ecTb yse6HMK.; the former has an additional a c c e n t (falling) on yieSHHK, which gives
other contextual possibilities), the essence of word order in spoken and
colloquial/poetic Russian, question words turning into particles ( - Tti
3aBTpa yeaJKaenib? - KaKoe/rae raM aasTpa!), In addition, it trains the
abdity t o pronounce "in one breath" sentences such as Tait BOT noMCMy
na y/iHue TUK Maao flerefl instead of the clumsy Tenepb MHC noHsiTHO,
nOMCMy Ha ynwue raK Ma.io nereH, o r Hy, TBK Tbi 6bui B KHHO instead
of the dry Thi 6hi;i B KHHO, or YiK He Cauia JIM npwexan instead of the
elaborated JI Soiocb/flyMaio, HTO Cauia npHCxan, or Tflc ate 3TO OH 6un
instead of merely Fae OH 6bui, or (H n e noKny Ha aenep) KaK 3TO KC nofiny
instead of FIoHeMy TH He nottfleuib; Bbi MTO, noccopHnncb, MTO na instead
of Bbi noccopiinMCb; and so on. " I t is noteworthy that such sentences
can as a rule b e spoken with only one or a few intonations, having turned
into "intonational set expressions"; t h i s property makes them a good starting point for an investigation of intonation conventionalization (see 6.6).
For teaching they are useful because students are interested in learning
a set of smashing "real" Russian phrases (even if this involves intonation
instruction, which otherwise tends t o be a dull pursuit) instead of the
artificial ones often encountered in teaching material. The latter, even
when intoned correctly, will always b e recognized as non-Russian. I think
this fact should form the basis of all intonation teaching.

being in thai case more emphatic than if the rise started at the end of the accented
syllable. A similar difference has been observed by Lecd (1968; 334-335) in SerboCTDrtian, where il is of the utmost importance to the issue of whether or not the opposition between rising and falling tones is neutralized when the Serbocroaiian "question
intonation" is used (see Keijsper 1987: 180). This pwnl needs further perceptual
investigation.
That is, with riies, the situation is different from falls (the difference between
Fl- and Fh- is not neutralized in last syllables - sec 3.4). Here Russian differs Uom
English and Dutch, obviously as a consequence of the existence of F1+ and Rl- as
separate conftgurations; if in the last syllable before a boundary the fall of Rl- took
place within the accented syiahle (rather than being absent), the opposition Ijetween
Rl- and Fl-t- would be neutralized. However, sometimes speakers manage to realize
a [non-neutralized) Rl- before a boundary. See also 6.3.
To be sure, in some 11% of the occurrences of R1-, and in some 5% of the occurrences of Rh-, the rise is not early (Ode 1989; 116,119), but then the melodic environment ensures correct perception. In Rm, in contrast, late timing and falling to middle
mutually compensate each other (Ode 1989: 59-60). This phonetic detail is irrelevant
in didactic contexts.

'
Technically speaking, the ukimale low level is sometimes arrived al only after
the accented syllable, pitch continuing lo tall after (he accented syllable; this point
can be omitted in didactic contexts (but s e e 7.2.4).

'
Interestingly, there is a canonized way of upholding the theory that intonational
distinctions exist between ., !, ?, in senlcncss with question words (see Keijsper 1983:
136-137):
i. First, it is suggested that Russian wh questions are normally pronounced with
the last accent on the question word (Kai:aii ceixijina norofla?). Although such accent
placement is, of course, possible (— fl Hay B napL. — B caKon naps?), this option is
chosen only if the rest of the sentence (norofla, naps) is intended to repeat material
already introduced in the foregoing context. This is the same in Dutch and English
(cf. Leed 1965: 68-69).
ii. Next, the accent pUcctnent KXKSH ceronnR norgpa? is called possible but emphatic, or IS referred to as a case of "ncpeAii'.ixeHHe ueMTpa". This is clearly not true,
as this accent placement Is the normal one when ta preceding context is presupposed.
iii. Next, the "exclamation" case is spoken with two accents (KaKaa ceroAHx norofl*!), but symbolized hy one IK number, viz. KaKaH ceroftHSi norofla!, tK-5 always
corresponding to two accents of which only the First one is marked. Since this obviously clashes with the ii. case of "question", the presumed opposition between exclamation and question is lUuslraled with "questions" spoken accordirg to the i. case, where
ihc IK number is, of course, also on the quesUon word (KaKSii ceronna norofti?),
indicaling here Ihc last accent [not the first one, as in lK-5). However, the diffcrcncis,
which n now the difference between two accents ("exclamation") and one accent
("iHiLslion") IK va;(/ to hc the greater l«n{^ths of the accented syllablet in the IK-5
I-use.
IV. When the "((ucslion" ca.sc is then to be opposed to the "declarative" case, the
"ijiusiion" i.s spoken atcotdltn; lo ii., i.e., with two accents, whose excursion is apliit>iiim,iUlY lis liHyt as that of Ihc "c^cclanaiion" in iii. This large cxctirsion then
jHi-Mitn.iMy lli^1ln^|l)l\h<-^ "tjiusiion" Irotn "siiilcTrcni".

^
Bolinger [1986: 152) holds the view (for the identical English ca-st) that in nonfinal position, TOO. the rise can Ulse place wuhin the acccnlcJ !iyll:ilili:. IIR iiCLHil

"
MiiH s|ni ifn ;illv, ihc iiui',1 tinlriiltiiiMlc puiiilN \n I)ah:il<>v:i and lyevleva (1985)
iiir thf l(illi»wiuj. II (K '» r. Mtniilt-il it-.tn If-.n liinj' iii.i1i-i [;»1, llif sliilrnKriil ;u"(rc*mp.'iny-
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ing IK-4, viz.. that "it should be borne in mind that the fall and rise of pitch in IC
4 is not sharp" (Babalova & lyevleva 1985: 3 8 ) might better be left out as well, because
it only reflects historical problems in the description of the formal difference between
IK-4 and IK-6 (see 3,4. 3.5 and Keijsper 1980). In addition, if IK-6 is omitted, the
item "Questions Asking for a Repetition of 'What Has Been Said" (op.cil. 48) might
better be dropped as well: the English students for whom the nanual is intended (or,
for that matter, Dutch students, who also use the English edition) are told to use lK-3
( R l ) here, which lor them is a difficult inlonation] their autumatic choice (on the
basis of English or Dutch) would be IK-6 (Rh-), which is also the normal option in
Russian.
The treatment of lK-3 as a "question intonation" is, of course, justified, as it is
"typically Russian", but the description of i t s form (op.cit.: 17) is not sufficiently clear
and the information about where the accent should be placed in a sentence (op.cit.:
31-32) is beside the point for English students (sec 7.1.4 betow). In adtiitioo. English students arc badly served when they are told that pitch in IK-4 "is similar to
its fall and rise in English questions containing no inttu-rogatire word" (op.cil.: 38):
this contradicts page 17 (op.cil.), where English is said to have IK-6 here, and one
look at Bolinger (1989: 98-143) will reveal that such information is of little use if it
is not specified which such questions arc meant.
The -well-known problem concerning lK-2 and lK-5 in sentences containing a
question word (sec for example note 5) is circumvented in a way interesting to insiders but of little help to students trying lo nnastcr Russian imonation:
i. Critical students can hear, even in t h e sound material accompanying PyccKHfi
aiuti B.J19 scex, Ihat the rule "A question with an interrogative word (special question)
is pronounced with IC 2" (op.cit.: 21) is at best an oversimplification. Moreover, the
rule is redundant if English questions of this type are said to be pronounced in a
similar way (op.cit.: 22); what would help is a warning that a rise in the last syllable, which here is the most "non-Russian" mistake of English students, is wrong (see
7.1.1 and-7.2.4 below).
ii. Sentences such as Kacoit ceronH* aem.!, vi7. containing a question word but
interpreted as an exclamation rather than a s a question, are, in accordance with the
canonical view, said to be pronounced wilhi IK-5 (op.cit. 63-64). Probably aware of
the fact that IK-5 is not clearly a differerit form than lK-2, Babalova and lyevleva
(op.cit,: 103) explain to the teacher who i s to explain the difference between lK-2
and IK-5 that "jiii(|i^pe(mttpyioiiiUM cubicjioBfaiM npHaiiaKou nBJiiiiorcs orrBeTnue
peonUKH: KaKoii ceroami ncHb? — CerojTHt nontjieJibHHK » KiKoii ceroiiRs acKb!
— Jla, wynecHbiit". While this is a witty application (rf Bryzguno*'i's compensation
principle (see 4.6), it says that there is no difference of form. Why then bother students with it? Thus, again, the problem is not ihat "the pitch contour of IK-5 is the
roost radically different and is perhaps technically the most difficult for native speakers of English to reproduce" [Derbyshire 1976: 48), but that Bryzgunova's theory
(section 4) urges teachers all over the world lo explain non-evistent differences.
To be sure, Ihc placement of accented and unaccented words in a sentence is a
problem in both written and colloquial Ru.ssian, but the choice ol words lo be accented is not, except in the case of 7.1.4.
Bolinger's information about listing in Russian (1989: 206), which i.s ultcn froni
Navarro, is probably incorrect: it would h«.: belter lo group Ru^'^ian with ItolmKcr's
group of Peninsular ,5pani'ih and Romanian (cf. CXIc 19K9: 6M>4).
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The cases concerned are what Keijsper (1985) calls a backward link with an
unaccented second part, viz. the unaccented tail is added to the preceding part of
the sentence, which does not announce it. Cf. also (Schallert 1990: 58): BHTPMHM
3axr.niiCb BCHKHC MarasHHHue; KHHO BHSIIO BOH TaM 3a yrjiou; najibine KaKa<-TO
naKaara c MOCTHKOIII, ail of which are probably spoken with Rm. The difference belween Rh- and Rm- in English can he gleaned frcan Bolinger (1989: 47), who opposes "ecfio questions' (Rh-, in Russian, of course, without an additional rise in the
last syllabic— see 7.1.1) to "reminder questions" (Rm); this coincides with the canonical Russian (with Rh-) B icaKofi ayjuiTOpHH 6yneT Jlcttuuii? (« B KaitOH ayflHTopiiH,
BU roBopH.nK, SyflcT jicKUHs?) versus (with Rm) Kyfla « noflo»M.n nepsaTicy? (see
4.3-4.4).
'" Van Buuren describes the meaning of type 3.7 as "exclusive" ("the topic is
presented as the only possibility, excluding any other alternative"), and finds only a
few instances of it in 10 hours of tape-recorded speech (mostly from BBC radio) (1981:
7-8). Bolinger (whose notation for it is CA) has a great deal lo say about it (see the
various places mentioned in Ihe index to Bolinger 1986 and 1989), all in immediate
connection with the form: "the CA profile [...] represents a sort of breaking free of
prior restraint, embodied in the initial low followed by the quick upward jump, plus
a reimposition of control in the immediately following return lo a tow pitch" (1986:
244), which works out differently in different contexts. Of course, the English configuration which also adds a non-prominencc-lcnding rise in the last syUable (Van Buuren's Rx, Bolinger's CAC) does not occur in Russian (see 7.1.1).
The interesting thing about the 3.7 configuration is that in descriptions of English
(and in Bryzgunova's analysis of Russian, where it figures as an "emotional variant"
of IK-3 and/or IK-2 — see 5.6), it is associated with rather strong feelings, whereas
it is mentioned as the or a variant of the "normal question intonation" (instead of
IK-3) for some north-Russian dialects (Siigel' 1985:109-111) and Serbocroatian (e.g.
Leed 1968; Lehiste and Ivic 1986); Weinreieh (1956) describes iis use in Yiddish.
The evidently varying usage of the type is one of the unexplained intonational conventions — see 6.6-6.7
"
Muxanov (1983) has the disadvantage, however, that the accompanying cassette
contains unnatural voices; it would be better to rc-rccord the parts used (or have them
spoken by a native speaker in the class room). In addition, Ihe numbers in the printed
text specifying the intonation type (according to Bryzgunova) do nol always correspond
to the type spoken on the cassette (see 5.4-5.6 above for the most important cases);
the text of the excercises used might better be given lo students without indication
of intonation (this has the accompanying advantage that accent placement can be trained simultaneously and that questionable descriptions of the form of accents can be
skipped).
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